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Corps Subscriptions
Why subscribe?

What is the benefit?

Subscriptions to Corps Funds provide
the income that allows us to care for our
heritage and foster Esprit de Corps.

Individuals may benefit from Corps Funds, directly or
indirectly.

The Corps of Royal Australian Engineers has
a collective responsibility to our predecessors
and ourselves to ensure we preserve,
protect and develop our heritage.
The legacy that we have been left, and that
we will subsequently leave, includes historical
equipment, important medal groups, diaries,
photographs, publications, letters and other
records of the Corps’ achievements.
Most of our objects of importance are stored and
displayed in The Australian Army Museum of Military
Engineering or at The School of Military Engineering.
Your subscription will ensure that the Royal Australian
Engineers can continue to preserve, protect and
develop our heritage while fostering our Esprit de
Corps.
What is the cost?
The annual cost of subscriptions is as follows:
ARA Officers -Sergeant: $52 per annum
ARA Corporal -Sapper: $26 per annum
AAR Personnel: $20 per annum
Ex-Service Members: $10 per annum
RAE ex-service Association: Annual Donation

For further information or to request
support from the Fund, contact the
RAE Head of Corps Cell via email at:
RAE.HOC@defence.gov.au

The Corps Fund has provided financial support to:
• Corps sporting events, teams and tours,
• the annual Sapper of Excellence awards,
• the publication of Unit histories.
Individuals and groups can apply for support from the
fund at anytime.
The Future
The Corps Fund will continue to support Corps
sporting, adventure training and other activities.
Funds will also be required to assist with the research
and publication of Volume V of The Corps History.
How do I subscribe?
Subscription can be made by electronic transfer to the
following account:
• Australian Defence Credit Union BSB No: 642170
• Account Number: 528618
• Name of Account: RAE Corps Fund
Please include your PMKeys number and surname
with your payment. Alternatively, visit the Corps Shop
and pay by cash or card.
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Message from the Head of Corps
Royal Australian Engineers
BRIG Wayne Budd AM, CSC

Welcome to the 2016 edition of Sapper
magazine. We aim to produce a magazine
that provides our readers an insight to what
has happened broadly across the Corps
and to maintain a connection to all across
our Corps family. I am sure that you will find
the content of this edition as informative as
ever. Our thanks to those who have worked
diligently to produce it lead by the SO2 HOC,
Major Craig Clunas. Many thanks Craig and
safe travels as you move on from this role.
From my perspective, 2016 has been another
year of significance to the Corps and the
Army. We celebrated the 20th Anniversary of
the Army Aboriginal Community Assistance
Program (AACAP). This has been a program
of enormous significance to so many
communities throughout its history and has
provided us with great training opportunities.
It has now grown an impressive international
aspect with soldiers from Timor Leste, Tonga
and Papua New Guinea working along side
our sappers this year in Laura Queensland.
AACAP is a great program which allows
the Corps the be engaged with indigenous
members of society in the framework of
broader Government involvement.
As your Head of Corps, a major focus area for
me remains on issues of future force structure
and capability improvement through delivery
of new projects. We are having some success

here with the new Integrated Investment
Plan (IIP) bringing a focus on many of our
current engineering deficiencies. You will find
more detail in articles later in the magazine
but let me summarize the key issues.
Replacement fire fighting trucks have arrived
to enhance our Army Emergency Responder
roles. Replacement bridges for the MGB
and FSB are in country and a lot of work
will be needed in 2017 to bring them into
service. Major projects are progressing to
replace our geospatial support system; to
remediate our CBRN capabilities; to enhance
the capabilities of SOER; to replace our B
Vehicle fleets; and to update our soldier
combat ensemble. The IIP specifically outlines
work to introduce under armour breaching
capabilities; replace our C and D Vehicle fleets;
and introduce a deployed force infrastructure
system. Certainly a broad good news story
for the Corps. Thank you to all those involved
in getting these projects into our future.
The size and shape of the Army is an
important topic in Army at present. The
Chief of Army has directed work to ensure
that Army establishment positions meet
the funding that we have to run the Army.
This has translated into a body of work to
reduce excess positions across Army which
ultimately will reduce hollowness across
the force. For the Corps that will result in
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some establishment changes. We must
ensure this work keeps our trade structures
balanced while we contemplate options that
will include some organisational changes.
Again this year we have had a number of
standout individual achievements. You will read
about our award recipients in the personnel
section. I would like to highlight Warrant
Officer Class One Steven Ditullio coming in as
our Corps RSM, Also Warrant Officer Class
One Craig Egan’s appointment to RSM of
Headquarters Joint Operations Command,
Warrant Officer David Harvey as the first RSM of
Special Forces, and Warrant Officer Brent Doyle
who is about to become RSM of 3rd Brigade.
It is clear we are producing talented soldiers
whom the Army recognises for their abilities.
On your behalf, I recently farewelled LTGEN
Frank Hickling as our Representative Colonel
Commandant. A former Chief of Army,
LTGEN Hickling had a 55 year association
with the Corps and was a fabulous advisor
to many in Corps leadersship positions.
We all wish him and his wife, Jan, a grand
retirement. MAJGEN Steve Day will be our
new Representative Colonel Commandant.

New RMC graduates in to the RAE with Head of Corps.
LT Thomas Budd, BRIG Wayne Budd, LT William Fountain
and LT Seamus Gallagher.

Sadly each year we lose many old sappers
to the passage of time. Sometimes we
have those that are taken early. This year
we had Warrant Officer Class Two Jamie
Elliot, Lieutenant Colonel Thomas Grice,
Warrant Officer Class Two James Martin
and Major Stuart Brown all pass away
while still serving. Our thoughts go out
to their families and the families of our
departed older retired sapper community.
Thank you to all members of the Corps for
your work this year. Whether it was on the
humanitarian relief operations in Fiji, training
support operations in the Middle East,
major exercise commitment on EXERCISE
HAMEL or routine training on course or
in unit location, your contribution to the
Corps and Army mission is appreciated. I
also thank your families for their ongoing
support of your Army service.
I remain thankful for the opportunity to serve
as your Head of Corps and address the
important strategic issues which affect all of
our service. I hope you enjoy this magazine
and read it cover to cover. It tells a story
about how much you all do for the Army.
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Message from the Corps Sergeant Major
Royal Australian Engineers
WO1 Steven Ditullio OAM

Sappers, I hope you have all had a rewarding
year and you can find time whilst you are
recharging your batteries during your leave, to
read this magazine and see what your fellow
sappers have been up to throughout the year.
First up I am honoured and privileged to have
been appointed the next RAE Corps RSM
and take up my position in January 2017 at
CATC, sunny Puckapunyal. I look forward to
the challenges the job will bring and providing
my input into how the Corps is trained and
functions. I seek you input either directly or
via emails. I look forward to meeting as many
of the sappers of the Corps over the next
two years as I get about the various units and
locations where you are posted to.
With the release of the White Paper and the
2016 Integrated Investment Program, which
included new combat engineering equipment,
the future years for the Corps looks bright
and should see some excellent equipment
introduced into service to enhance our Corps
already outstanding reputation amongst the
other Corps.
The Corps is going through a number of
processes at the moment to review how
we train and do business across all trades
which the staff at the Trade and Training
Policy Cell at CATC have been working
hard on. This review will ultimately end

up at the Remuneration Tribunal looking
at how we are paid for the many skills
that a sapper is required to maintain
I would like to congratulate all the soldiers,
NCOs and Officers who have recently
been promoted this year and I hope you
look forward to the challenges that your
new positions will bring in 2017. To all the
sappers that have retired or discharged in
2016 I wish you all the best for the future
and hope that you can look back on your
military career with good memories.
Lastly I would like to extend a warm thank
you to WO1 Scott Middlemis, RSM SME
who has stepped up to the plate and filled
in the Corps RSM position for 2016 when
it was made vacant at late notice and
wasn’t backfilled. On top of an already busy
appointment at SME, he has ensured that the
Corps has been represented when required.
He has provided valuable input to the trade
reviews and ensured that the 2016 RAE
awards for recognition of the hard work of
members of the Corps has not gone by the
wayside. Scott thank you for your efforts
and help, hopefully with me stepping in
next year your 2017 will be a bit quieter.
All please have a great Christmas
and a happy New Year, have a good
rest and see you in 2017.
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The Royal Australian Engineers Foundation
COL Tara Bucknall
The Royal Australian Engineers Foundation continues its
work to support the Australian Sapper community and to
preserve our military engineering heritage. The Foundation
seeks to supplement (not replace) the advocacy and
support offered to all Sappers by the Corps Fund. As a
registered charity, the Foundation has flexibility to support
activities and make financial contributions that Corps
Funds and other agencies such as Veteran’s Affairs
cannot. Consequently, the Foundation can service an
important niche in the wider suite of support options
available to our military engineering community.
In short, the Foundation is here to ‘put back’ into the
Corps where it can. Board members have all served
in the RAE, and seek to identify opportunities for the
Foundation to fulfil it’s main roles of philanthropic
support, professional development support and heritage
preservation for the RAE.
In 2016, some of the key activities were:
• Annual Reynolds Dinner fundraiser. This year’s
fundraising dinner was held in Melbourne in March.
The fundraising consisted of an auction of artworks
inspired by pieces held by the RAE Museum. The
works were highly sought after with the focus on
the Centenary of ANZAC and art that represented
the “Great War”. The Reynolds Dinner is the key
community and business engagement activity for
the Foundation where we thank our partners and
members of the Corps for the support that they
have provided to the Foundation.
• From Rising Sun to Sappers Sleep” long distance
charity run. In April, the Foundation supported
a group of 2 CER veterans led by SPR Sean
Mulqueen for the “From Rising Sun to Sappers
Sleep” long distance charity run. The runners, many
of whom deployed to Afghanistan from 2 CER in
2010 ran a distance of around 320 kilometres from
2 CER’s memorial at Enoggera Barracks to the
memorial cenotaph in Gayndah, QLD. Gayndah was
the home town of ‘Snowy’ Moerland one of Sappers
killed on that deployment, and the town hosted
them for the ANZAC Day services the following day.
While Sean and the runners did all of the work, the
Foundation was pleased to be able to offer its status
as a registered charity to encourage fundraising for
the event, enabling business to make donations

more efficiently. Sean and his team worked tirelessly
to raise over $10 000 for the welfare of Sappers.
• Monash Program support. The Foundation
continues to work with units in supporting the
needs of members and the Engineer community.
This has including working to support gravely
ill members and their families as well as
support in the establishment and maintenance
of memorials to recognise our fallen.
• Heritage Grants. The Foundation assisted the
RAE Museum to accept a handover of personal
memorabilia, including diaries and photos as well as
items collected from the battlefields, from the family
of SPR Jack Moore. Known as ‘ANZAC Jack’ SPR
Moore was a NZ national who was a member of 1
Fd Coy, 1st AIF during WW1, seeing active service in
Gallipoli and France. The memorabilia handover was
marked by members of SPR Moore’s family attending
dinner with 14 Fd Sqn in Adamstown. Support was
provided to the family in assist in their ability to attend
the dinner and the handover presentation.
• Veteran repatriations. The Foundation was able
to assist with funds to support the conduct of the
memorial service to commemorate the reinterring of
Vietnam veteran CPL Bob Bowtell’s remains back in
Australia. CPL Bowtell was the first RAE casualty in
Vietnam, who died from carbon monoxide poisoning
after exploring a Viet Cong tunnel at Ben Cat on
January 11, 1966. His widow did not have the
funds required to repatriate his body at the time, so
CPL Bowtell was buried in the Vietnam Veteran’s
cemetery in Terendak, Malaysia
The range of potential support offered by the Foundation
is significant. Current and former Sappers are encouraged
to contact the Foundation with ideas for activities or
people who need support. All requests will be treated with
confidentiality and respect.
The Foundation is a non-profit organisation that depends
on fundraising to maintain its services to the Corps.
Donations to the Corps are tax-deductable, and all
monies raised go towards supporting the RAE those
who serve in it. For information on what the Foundation
does and how you can make a contribution or become
involved, visit the Foundation’s website at:
www.raefoundation.org.au
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Force Engineer Branch
LTCOL Matt Prior
The Force Engineer Branch (FEB) continues to support
development of Army’s engineer capability. FEB, led by the
Force Engineer, Colonel Rob Sanders has represented and advocated for – engineer capability across a number
of domestic and international fora, in concert with other
engineer staff. Consequently, as a Corps we continue to
develop aligned positions on the issues we face. It is an
exciting time for the Corps, with the hard work of LTCOL
Jen Harris in AHQ being realised in a series of major
projects as announced in the 2016 Defence White Paper.
There is clearly a large amount of work to be done to
realise these capability needs, and continued engagement
across the Corps through a range of mechanisms including
the Force Engineer Capability Working Group and the
Corps Conference will assist in modernising and equipping
our sappers. Like the rest of the Corps, FEB has had a
busy year. Some of FEB’s key activities in 2016 included:
Deployable Engineer Plans capability
A key role for FEB is its support to HQ 1 DIV’s
deployable headquarters. When activated, FEB deploys
a scalable engineer plans capability to a JTF, which
then provides planning advice on engineer forces
and considerations for that operation. This year, the
deployable capability was tested by sending a planner
to support OP FIJI ASSIST. The FEB planner generated
initial engineer estimates on the relief effort and
liaised with Fijian Engineers on the employment of the
incoming 2 CER engineers aboard HMAS Canberra.
The full FEB plans team later supported HQ1 DIV during
the VITAL PROSPECT and HAMEL exercise series.
These latter activities were notable, being the first time
in several years that the deployable 1 DIV headquarters
had exercised to its full extent – resulting in a number of
teething and integration issues that needed attention along
the way. The engineer plans team (augmented from 6ESR)
made a solid start at educating the wider headquarters
staff about engineer capabilities, while addressing
deficiencies as they could. From this very positive baseline,
FEB’s support to HQ 1 DIV in 2017 will continue to ensure
that engineer contributions to operations are understood
and employed to best effect.
Seaworthiness
The Defence Seaworthiness Management System
(DSwMS) is a framework that oversees Army’s marine and
diving systems compliance. FEB manages this significant

governance regime on behalf of Commander 6th Combat
Support Brigade, who is ultimately responsible for technical
compliance of small Army watercraft, floating bridges and
Army Work Diving. FEB staff conducted visits to all CERs
and 6 ESR at the beginning of the year to prepare units for
the upcoming ADF Dive Mission System Seaworthiness
board. FEB staff also attended the Forces Command
annual dive concentration (hosted by 3 CER) which
occurred in Townsville and Shoalwater Bay Training Area.
Support to AACAP
While AACAP is initially ‘designed’ by 19 CE Works and
subsequently delivered by 6ESR, FEB provides strategic
liaison for AACAP planning. FEB’s role includes the analysis
and assessment of potential AACAP task sites and the
presentation of this information to Army headquarters and
other government agencies. FEB also supports the AACAP
mission by managing the public affairs component of an
AACAP deployment, as well as integrating external events
to enhance the effect of the engineers on the job.
This year, the deployment to Laura in far North
Queensland incorporated support from the National
Rugby League community outreach program, and
included a visit by school students to the Cowboys /
Rabbitohs game held in Cairns during NAIDOC week.
This year’s deployment also hosted engineers from
PNG, Timor Leste and Tonga, alongside the 175 Army
and 10 RAAF deployed to the activity. Celebrating its
20th anniversary in 2016, AACAP continues to make
an important contribution to indigenous quality of life
in remote communities while providing a challenging
training opportunity for our Construction Squadrons.
Core 24
Core 24 provides Defence with access to C and selected
D vehicle hire (through civilian companies) to address
sustainability issues for aging ADF fleets. FEB acts on
behalf of the lead Capability Manager to conduct detailed
coordination of user requirements; including forecasting
proposed loan periods for the current and next financial year.
In the first instance, vehicle requirements should be met
through use of the in-service fleet. Where this is not possible,
Core 24 may be used to hire vehicles. The forecast for C
and D vehicle hire for TY 16/17 currently stands at $1M.
Geospatial
The Chief of Army decided this year that the geospatial
trade will remain within the RAE for the time being. Army’s
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geospatial training is set to become more relevant and
closely aligned to the trade’s employment. RAE will also
see a merging of the geospatial and Imagery Analysis
trades, creating a true geospatial professional able to
support the full spectrum of geospatial and GEOINT
operations. A decision is still pending on the future of
the survey trade and Multimedia Technicians, which are
discussion items for upcoming Employment Category
meetings in 2017 and the ongoing review of AUSTINT.
Explosive ordnance training remediation
Since 2012, the RAAF has been the sole provider for Joint
EOD training at the Defence Explosive Ordnance Training
School (DEOTS) at Orchard Hills. Recently, a number of issues
in training delivery, manning and equipment maintenance have
instigated a Remediation Program to better assess DEOTS
needs for delivering EOD training. The Remediation Program
will identify issues to ensure that the EOD training is suitable

Rear row: WO1 Geoff Stoakes, WO1 Peter Stanek,
WO1 David Grope, MAJ Arlo Meany, MAJ Tom
Buckley, CAPT Taylor Luxford‑Sanderson;
Centre row: CAPT Ben Hutton, MAJ Jim Riddle,
CAPT Chris Kukas, CAPT Simon Young, MAJ Gerry
Mendon; Front row: MAJ Marianne Phillips, COL Rob
Sanders, LTCOL Matt Prior
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for all services and that it is delivered at a high standard. FEB
is working closely with the Remediation Program to ensure
that RAE’s needs are addressed, so that we continue to grow
highly skilled EOR and EOD technicians.
Next year…
Contingency planning is underway for the 2018
Commonwealth Games at Queensland’s Gold Coast.
The Games will require a significant deployment of Corps
capabilities in support of the Queensland Police and
Emergency Services. While detailed planning is still in
its initial stages, forecasting the personnel, equipment
and training requirements early is essential to support
subsequent force preparation. This will also hold true of
other expected activities requiring Defence support in 2018,
on which more information will come out in the near future.
Finally, after much debate, the latest UER serials have
determined that FEB will detach from HQ 6 CS Brigade
and transfer into HQ FORCOMD from 2017. From FEB’s
new home within FORCOMD, the branch will maintain
its focal areas and staff work support for the Corps
while exercising its TECHCON and capability support
responsibilities as before.

10
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Modernising Manoeuvre Support capability
MAJ Charles Mansfield
In 2016, modernisation branch within AHQ underwent a
major restructure as part of the First Principle Review. This
included the establishment of a Defence wide program
structure instituting a cradle to grave philosophy for
capability management and modernisation. This has seen
the establishment of Engineer Systems, Force Protection,
Joint Fires and Air Land Integration Cells under COL J
Whittaker within the Combat Support Program
As part of the restructure (and with the disbandment
of Capability Development Group (CDG)), the Engineer
Systems Team has grown and with the remaining staff
arriving with the posting cycle in January 2017. The Cell
is focused along the function lines of Mobility, Countermobility, Survivability and Sustainably. Between the Force
Protection and Engineers cells, the team are currently
managing 13 major projects at various stages from
requirements definition to introduction into service. In
addition, with support from the Force Engineer Branch the
cell continues to support remediation of current capability.
The Combat Support Program will provide the
management and oversight on behalf of the Chief of Army
of the modernisation of Manoeuvre Support and Force
Protection capabilities, as well as advocating for Engineer
requirements in other projects and programs such as the
new Engineer varieties arriving in LAND 121, deployable
force infrastructure, and armoured engineering capability.

L155 is currently introducing the Enhance Gap Crossing
Capability by replacing our current two combat bridge
types with new four combat bridge types. The current
in-service MGB and FSB will be replaced by the new MGB
and Improved Ribbon Bridge (IRB) respectively which will
support future vehicles such as LAND 400, LAND 907-2
and LAND 8160 vehicles. The Dry Support Bridge (DSB)
is a new capability that allows a section to launch a 46
meter bridge in 90 minutes. The bridge system has been
integrated onto the LAND 121 cab chassis. The fourth
bridge is a Footbridge which will enable dismounted troops
to cross 20 meter dry and up to 100m wet gaps. Training
will be provided to both RAE and RAInf. The Capability
Implementation Team will be conducting conversion and
introduction training to each of the CER in 2017 and 2018

The big change that the corps will notice (once
implemented) is that there will be a driving force within
AHQ capability management and modernisation. This
will see a greater advocacy for the engineers, increased
collaboration with external organisations to ensure the
current equipment is being managed effectively, and better
opportunities for innovation and modernisation.
Engineer Systems
L998 Replacement Aviation Fire Truck is replacing the in
service Titan truck with the new Striker. This new vehicle is an
enhancement of the current Emergency Response Capability
at each CER and 6 AVN with 6 AVN already receiving the first
of the fleet in October 2016. The roll out will continue into
early 2017 seeing the completed capability enhancement by
mid 2017. Additional tools and equipment are also being
introduced to enhance the Emergency Responder’s ability to
conduct various tasks across all environments.

Top: The new Striker aviation fire truck to replace the
current in-service Titan.
Above: Enhanced Gap Crossing Capability as part of
LAND 121.
Right page: New plant capability under LAND 8120
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Combat Support Program
Combat Support

Combat support
Combat support
elements enable the
Engineer Systems
Combat support elements
combined arms team to
Engineer systems
enable the combined
Force Protection
arms team to achieve achieve its objectives,
Force protection
its objectives, whilst whilst protecting the
Air Land Integration
protecting the joint force
Air land integration
from enemy threats joint force from enemy
threats
Joint fires Joint Fires

Combat support program

1
Under LAND 8120, Defence is going to replace the bulk
of the engineer plant and material handling equipment.
For the engineers this means a replacement of everything
from our LX120’s and CAT 325’s through to the newer
450 and 850Js. Once delivered, RAE plant operators
will be using equipment commensurate with the very
best of civilian industry and our allies. The focus of the
project is to enhance capability and optimise reliability
and maintainability through innovative fleet management
practices. This project will build on the work done in 2005
with the CORE 24 structure. We can therefore expect
to see a reduction in the different variants of equipment,
changes to the way this equipment is sustained, and an

expansion of hire arrangements to ensure users have
the right number of vehicles to do the job at the right
time. The project is set to commence early in 2017, with
a decision before 2021. Until then, AHQ will continue to
work with CASG to ensure the current fleet of vehicles
remain available and effective, and that user feedback on
capability shortfalls are incorporated into this project
Among the many new faces the Program will welcome
in 2017 will be LTCOL Scott Jamison as SO1 Engineer
Systems who will take over from LTCOL Jen Harris
Force Protection
The Force Protection sub program enables the
individual to the deployed joint force to effectively
counter the conventional and asymmetric chemical,
biological, radiological, nuclear and explosive
threat. Importantly a comprehensive and robust FP
capability sends a very clear strategic message to
potential adversaries with regards to vulnerability.
Land 154 Phase 2 will introduce into service a deployable
Level 2 material exploitation capability and refresh/
replace and enhance the FPECM capability. Requirements
definition will commence in earnest in 2017 for the next
phase of LAND154 which will focus on reinforcing and
enhancing our foundation CIED capability.

12
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Land 2110 Phase 1B will provide an enhanced CBRND
capability to the ADF. This will be provided by a contractor
managed fleet of equipment which will maximise the
availability of Operational and Training equipment to the
ADF while minimising the maintenance burden.
For the Corps this will see minor modifications to the Corps
CBRND training continuum within IET, Subject Courses
and ROBC. However there will be significant changes in
the whole of joint force to ab-initio training continuum, and
will incorporate the introduction of CBRND Basic Course
The ADF centre of excellence for CBRND will remain the
School of Military Engineering with an additional instructor
position being raised to represent Navy’s requirements.
While CBRND will remain an all Corps responsibility for
survive surprise, the ability to detect a threat, don protective
ensemble and evacuate through a decontamination station,
RAE members as CBRND specialists will be required to be
capable of conducting multiple specialist tasks in a CBRN
threat environment including
Recon and Survey, Collective Decontamination and
Equipment Decontamination. The project expects to
commence delivery from 2019.
Cross Program Efforts
The Armoured Fighting Vehicle Program will welcome
engineer reinforcement in 2017 with MAJ Orders
establishing the SO2 Armoured Engineering Role.
LAND 8160 will be his focus and is likely to be formally
initiated in early 2017. The remediation of this enduring
capability gap will significantly enhance our combined
arms fighting system and nesting its modernisation
and management within the AFV program will ensure
synergies with the wider armoured fighting vehicle
capability are maximised.
The Combat Service Support Program will welcome
LTCOL Cooper and MAJ Walker next year to head up
the evolution of ADF Deployed Force Infrastructure (DFI)
capability. This project will ensure this complex system
of systems is available to meet the needs of the future
joint force. Importantly the team will ensure the capability
incorporates a robust intellectual foundation, able to plan,
design and integrate solutions tailored to the requirements
of each unique operation.
Across the other Programs the CS Program Staff continue
to ensure that Engineer requirements are represented.
This includes the new LAND 121 fleet, LAND 125 Soldier
Combat Ensemble and the next iteration of Integrated
Investment Plan (IIP) Projects.

New armoured vehicle
under the proposed
LAND 8160 program.

Land Intelligence, Reconnaissance, Surveillance and
Electronic Warfare Program 2016
The service level Geospatial, Imagery Analysis, Survey and
Multimedia capabilities are managed within the GeospatialIntelligence (GEOINT) sub-program of the Directorate
of Land Intelligence, Surveillance, Reconnaissance and
Electronic Warfare (DLISREW). In 2016, this sub-program
consists of two RAE members; MAJ Stephen Wright (SO2
GEOINT) and WO1 Stephen Hill (WO1 GEOINT).
The GEOINT sub-program has three key roles: manage
the delivery of capability through key land projects; mitigate
the issues and risks relating to current capabilities; and
influence joint, defence and multi-national capability
initiatives, committees and projects to ensure Army needs
are fully met.
Investment in land geospatial capabilities continues and
will increase significantly over the next 15 years, under
the umbrella of three major projects: Land 1771 Phase 1,
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L1771-2 was confirmed on the Integrated Investment
Plan upon release of the Defence White Paper in
April this year. Since then, scoping studies have
been undertaken with formal initiation due in 2017.
Engineer intelligence and reconnaissance capability
have been added as key areas of focus.
In terms of current systems, the Rapid Geospatial
Support System (RGSS) has been upgraded to version
1.5, which has resulted in double the workstations
available to Army geospatial technicians, upgraded
computing power and increased internal server and
storage capacity. The classification of RGSS has also
been upgraded from FOUO to SECRET, resulting in a
closer interaction between geospatial technicians and the
systems and networks they support. This upgrade has
also facilitated the delivery of an interim Imagery Analysis
production system for the 1st Intelligence Battalion.
Lastly, the Aerial Digital Imagery Acquisition System
(ADIAS) has been upgraded with additional computing
power, allowing imagery datasets to be processed in
under half the time it took using previous hardware.

Land 1771 Phase 2 and Land 8420, all delivering Land
Geospatial Support Systems for the Land Force.
L1771-1 has progressed well in 2016. Having gained
First Pass Approval in Dec 2015, the project has
undertaken a number of activities aimed at a smooth
progression to final Government approval in Nov 2017.
The submission to industry of a Request For Tender
for a new high resolution, broad spectrum geospatial
sensor has occurred with a Tender Evaluation Board
sitting at the end of this year. A Training Needs Analysis
(TNA) into the Geospatial Technician and Multimedia
trade groups is due to be completed by the start
of Feb 2017. Lastly, fixed geospatial infrastructure
designs have been completed. These designs will
ensure that all Army geospatial technicians will have
seamless and timely access to strategic foundation
geospatial data. It will also ensure that geospatial
nodes across the country are using and deploying
with the same data and ‘fighting off the same map’.

Interoperability has been supported through the
implementation of the Ground-Warfighter Geospatial
Data Model (GGDM) across Army. This has been enabled
through the short term secondment of a member to the
US Marine Corps Intelligence Activity, the development of
a GGDM Implementation Directive, and the provision of
training and tools from the US Army Geospatial Centre.
These activities and initiatives will continue into 2017 and
culminate in activities and exercises aimed at certifying the
model for routine use across Army from 2018.
Joint Project 2064 Phase 3 remains the core joint project
delivering foundation geospatial information to Defence,
primarily via geospatial web services on the DRN and
DSN. This project went live on the DRN in Oct this year
and is due on the DSN by Dec. The GEOINT sub-program
is continuing to engage with the project to ensure followon evolutions delivering deployable and mobile capabilities
meet the joint land force’s tactical geospatial needs.
The Army Geospatial Community can expect big changes
from 2018 onwards, with organisational changes, delivery of
new fixed and deployable systems under L1771-1 and the
transition to a fully networked environment. In the meantime,
the GEOINT sub-program will continue to manage and
exploit the current capabilities. It will also continue with trials
and testing of emerging technologies, such as 3D drone
mapping software, virtual reality augmentation to digital
mapping and terrestrial rapid 3D scanning.
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Directorate of Officer Career Management - Army
MAJ Brad Heskett
I would like to start by saying it has been a privilege to be
your Career Advisor in 2016. I have been impressed by the
calibre of officers within RAE, who continue to contribute
strongly to Army and compete well across all key milestones
with respect to the other Corps.
The Chief of Army has directed Director General Career
Management - Army (DGCM-A) to implement the Junior
Officer Sustainability Plan (JOSP). Subsequently, for the
foreseeable future, 5th year Captains will be presented to a
Personnel Advisory Committee to determine their Banding
for promoting at the end of their 6th year. Promotion to Major
will become a competitive milestone over the next four years
which will concurrently grow an additional cohort of officers
at the Captain rank. With RAE approximately a cohort short
of asset at the rank of Captain (30), this will see greater
opportunity for RAE Captains to be broadened outside of
RAE appointments at the Captain rank. Significantly, it will
also go some way towards reducing the structural issues of
the RAE Officer Establishment as it currently stands.
A key outcome of JOSP is the Average Time in Rank (ATiR)
change from 9 to 10 years for an Officer to achieve the rank
of Major. The Corps will seek to meet this model by adopting
an optimised 4 year Lieutenant and 7 year Captain model.
For most RAE Officers, they will undertake three years as
a Lieutenant and seven years Captain, with approximately
20 % of each Lieutenant cohort undertaking a fourth year
as a Lieutenant. In deciding whether a Lieutenant does a
fourth year, the Career Advisor will take into account officers
relative merit, the opportunity they have had to undertake
troop Command as well as a desire for specialist courses
such as EOD. Ideally, it is intended that each RAE Officer
experiences two years in Troop Command. In reality, it
is acknowledged the current vacancies at the Captain
rank have and will continue to force some RAE Officers to
promote after just one year as a Troop Commander. If you
are a Lieutenant that is required to undertake a 4th year, you
are fortunate to be given the opportunity for another year
of command or for being selected for specialised training.
Please also note that ATiR means that some officers may
take only 9 years to reach Major, while some officers may
take 11 years. The key point is that the promotion to Major
is now more competitive and is not a guarantee.
RAE is a unique corps which combines both technically
qualified and combat support oriented officers. It is
important that we as a Corps continue to value the Technical,
Geospatial and Combat Engineer Officers that make our

Corps strong. I encourage you to continue your professional
development as a Captain in tertiary study, whether that is at
the Bachelors or Masters level and respect the differences
that make our Corps both strong and unique. Well done to
those officers who continue to fill demanding appointments
while slowly chipping away at their tertiary study.
With respect to ‘merit, it is important to understand
the difference between suitability and competitiveness.
Suitability is based on you as an individual and considers
your performance, qualifications, experiences and potential
to form merit against a particular appointment or position.
Competitiveness is about using all of these same attributes
to form merit but then comparing them against your peers.
You can improve your merit by being on a path of continuous
improvement, building a strong reporting history and by
reflecting on where you can best contribute to Army.
Competition for promotion to Major, Sub Unit Command
and Command and Staff College was strong this
year. 16 promotions to Major and RAE also picked up
three additional RAE officers being selected for SUC
appointments out of Corps. 5 Officers were selected
for CSC (with one preserved), including an RAE Officer
undergoing Human Resources pathway specialisation. I
encourage officers to keep reviewing what success means
for them, as there are a number of different paths for a
satisfying and rewarding career. These include Capability
Project Management or Human Resources.
Annual Career Guidance (ACG) is continuing to be
modified. This year the ACG has a slightly different lay out
IAW DOCM-A view of merit. I encourage you to consider
your ACG as a start point for discussion in your Career
Interview. Your 2017 ACG will subsequently look forward
at options available to you, rather than reflect on your
performance so far. In addition, be careful not to take too
much away from the performance component of the ACG,
which is a measure of ‘ticks and flicks’ and not necessarily
indicative of your merit.
On behalf of the RAE Foundation Group I would like to
say thankyou to MS Helen Perre, who has provided the
Corps eleven years of excellent service as the RAE Career
Advisor Assist.
Major Rod Davis will take over the role of Career Advisor
from me following the release of your 2017 ACG. All the
best in your future endeavours.
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Directorate of Soldier Career Management - Army
CAPT Nigel Hinde
The RAE team would like to thank all Units for receiving
and accommodating the Career Advisors during the
Annual Career Guidance tour at the beginning of year.
Although we managed to see the majority of you, we
missed a number of personnel due to OP FIJI ASSIST and
other taskings. We will endeavour to see you next year.
Due to low manning, RAE has a number of employment
categories which have positions that the Army
has directed will be vacant. These employment
categories are predominantly in the Construction
trades. These manning shortages have created
pressures within all units and will be worked on to
provide structure and stability during Employment
Category Review Endorsement Meeting (ECREM).
Manning pressures are also affecting member’s
duration at each rank. In particular, RAE Soldiers
should expect to spend greater time within the
CPL – SGT rank bracket so as not to only grow
the experience within the Corps but to also fill the
significant vacancies within these important ranks.
The Personnel Advisory Committee for promotion or
selection for key positions within Army continues to
be competitive for members against their peers. PAC
considers each member on relative merit. Merit is
comprised of Performance, Qualification, Experience
and Potential (PQEP). Army encourages soldiers
to actively seek the opportunity for professional
development. This demonstrates to PAC your willingness
to further develop and enhance your employability.

WO2s. I encourage you all to keep abreast of
the latest Chief of Army’s directives, of note, the
ASI (P), Part 4 Chapter 1 Career Management,
which has replaced the DI(A) PERS 47-11.
Finally, congratulations to those who received
the opportunity to become SSMs, those who are
promoting and those who were competitive enough
to receive a posting overseas in 2017 and we look
forward to seeing you all in the New Year.
Target rank SGT
Trade

Taken to PAC

Vacant in 2018

CPL Cbt Engineer

17

22

CPL Emergency
Responder

7

3

CPL Plant OP

4

7

CPL Carpenters

6

5

CPL Electricians &
plumbers

8

8

CPL Geospatial
technicians

5

10

CPL EOD tech

7

8

CPL Multimedia
technicians

5

3

Target rank WO2
Trade

Taken to PAC

Vacant in 2018

SGT Cbt Engineer

18

4

SGT Emergency Responder

1

1

This becomes significantly important when
presenting at PAC for promotion to WO2 and WO1.
A good place to start is with your respective Regional
Educational Detachment or visit the Army Tertiary
Education Program (ATEP) SharePoint site.

SGT Plant OP

4

2

SGT Carpenters Spvr Build

6

1

SGT Electricians &
plumbers

3

1

SGT Multimedia technicians

6

2

All SNCO’s, Warrant Officers and Officers are encouraged
to visit a PAC voting session to experience the process and
gain an appreciation on how valuable Assessing Officers
comments are to a soldier’s career. PARs are crucial; I
encourage all members who may be writing PARs to attend
the 2017 DSCM-A central presentation where we will
emphasise key points of improvement when writing PARs.

SGT Geospatial technicians

7

5

SGT EOD tech

7

7

In February 2017, DSCM-A will once again commence
the ACG tour and interview the CPLs, SGTs and

Target rank WO1
Trade

Taken to PAC

Vacant in 2018

WO2 Cbt Engineers & EOD

9

0

WO2 Manager Works

4

0

WO2 Emergency Responder

2

1

WO2 Geospatial technicians

4

1
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School of Military Engineering
LTCOL Markus Ludwig
SME has well and truly consolidated
itself within Steele Lines and become
a key unit within Holsworthy Barracks.
The year has allowed the staff and
instructors to adapt to their new
working environment and tailor
the delivery of military engineering
training to appropriately suit. SME
welcomed a large number of new
staff and instructors. With the
assistance of those with tenure, these
new personnel were appropriately
prepared and inducted to allow them
to commence their respective roles
within the SME.
SME also welcomed on 16 January,
the Littoral Riverine Survey Squadron
(LRSS) from 5 ER. A primary
consideration in the decision to
transfer the LRSS from 5 ER to SME
was the decision to institutionalise
and future proof the littoral geospatial
capability to ensure that Army and
Defence were postured to support
future requirements within this
operating environment.
SME additionally welcomed a
team of eight personnel (from
Army Headquarters) as part of the

Capability Implementation Team
(CIT) for LAND 155 – Enhanced Gap
Crossing Capability. The CIT will
oversee the introduction into service
and development of training for the
Improvised Ribbon Bridge (replacing
FSB), the new MGB, the Infantry Foot
Bridge and the Dry Support Bridge.
We will see the introduction into
service of the BEPB Mk II from Dec
16 and the IRB from Feb 17 to train all
of the personnel visiting the school of
their promotion courses.
A few members of RAE again took
it upon themselves to unofficially
farewell the old Steele Barracks.
Some older Sapper Officers and
Soldiers took a last tour, reminisced
about old times and had one last
toast at their respective Officers’ and
Sergeants’ Messes. Steele Barracks
was officially passed from Defence
(Estate and Infrastructure Group) to
a Contractor who commenced the
demolition of buildings in September.
Our new ‘Home of the Sapper’, has
become a magnet for international
visitors. SME hosted a number of
these visits throughout the year.

These included foreign delegations
from the Afghan National Army Officer
Academy, UAE, Germany, India,
USA, UK, Indonesia, NZDF, Timor
Leste (FFDTL) and the ROK. These
visits provided a good opportunity
to gain insights on how other foreign
forces undertake their military
training whilst allowing our visitors
to gain an understanding of how we
conduct ours. SME also continued
its relationship with United States
Army Engineer School whose current
Deputy (Assistant) Commandant,
is a former Operations Officer of 3
CER. These networks continue to be
important as they allow opportunities
found beyond the confines of our
own organisation. Our affiliation with
various associations has continued
throughout the year and included
veteran Tunnel Rats briefing our IET
trainees during their course. SME will
endeavour to continue these types
of relationships and will encourage
veterans from our more recent
conflicts to impart their experience on
our Ab Initio trainees.
In addition to SME delivering military
engineering training, it continues to
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be heavily involved in supporting
various new capability projects
and supporting CATC and Army
in the development of trade and
training. This year has seen the
commencement of a review of
military engineering which could
potentially see organisation and
trade restructure. This combined
with the introduction of new
capabilities will affect the way the
Corps is postured and trains to
support future Army and the ADF.
We as a Corps will need to work
through appropriately balancing
our training between being too
responsive to good ideas and being
too slow to adapt to the changing
environment. This is a key challenge
for the entire Corps. This will include
defining the desired and essential
training requirements of our sapper
soldiers and officers to ensure that
we remain agile enough to meet our
future operational requirements in
support of the Army and ADF.
As a Corps, we need to continue
to invest in our future through
appropriate investment in the
development and delivery of training.
To do this we must ensure that we
strongly encourage and allow our
best and brightest Sapper Soldiers
and Officers to undertake a posting to
the SME during some stage of their
career. We owe the Corps this and
more importantly we owe our future
Ab Initio Sapper Soldiers and Officers
the best possible start to their careers.
I would like to take this opportunity
to thank all RAE Units that provided
support to the SME throughout the
year. Finally I would like to thank all
the SME staff and instructors for your
dedicated commitment and support
throughout a very busy year. For those
moving into other Units or elsewhere,
I wish you the very best in your future
endeavours. For those remaining or

marching into the SME in 2017, I look
forward to working closely with you
and developing the future Sappers of
the Corps at the Home of the Sapper

Specialist Engineer Wing
Specialist Engineering Wing (SEW),
empowered by its integral staff
members, has had a successful
and considerably industrious year
for 2016. SEW with its seven
elemental cells, founded around the
Military Engineering disciplines, has
implemented numerous changes
and updates to an assortment of
Engineering pamphlets and training
activities. SEW’s directed contribution
for 2016 was to focus on the
implementation and development of
new capability and updates to the
various training continuums.
Search Cell
The 2016 Search Cell has been
considerably focussed in the
Explosive Hazard Reduction (EHR)
realm. Over the past 12 months,
Search Cell has looked at the
method in which EHR training has
been delivered. Particularly, at the
EHR Team Leader (TL) phase of
Subject 4 CPL. As a result, significant
changes were made to enhance
the training and to provide a more
realistic approach to providing mobility
support on the battle field. EHR-TL
now affords Sappers a higher level of
ID and categorisation of munitions and
booby traps. The EHR-TL qualification
now enables a TL to deal with land
service ordinance up to 160mm,
less CBRN and open booby Traps
(with restrictions IAW LWP-G 3-6-5).
Moreover, new deferral circumstances
have been detailed for interoperability
with EOD. Additionally, a full DMEO
qualification has now been granted
under a memorandum of agreement
between CATC and ALTC.
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Explosive Detection Dogs Cell
This year has seen the raising and
implementation of the first EDD
Training and Development Cell
(EDD-TC) enabling additional focus
on the development of TTP’s and
doctrine. Furthermore, EDD Cell has
implemented a dog fostering program
integral to SME. This program
enables SME members to take a
candidate dog (awaiting training), from
the kennels to an individual’s work
place. This program has supported
members at SME, specifically Training
Rehabilitation Wing, and provided
considerable working and health
benefits to the EDD’s. 2016 saw the
Cell propose innovative changes to
the 2017 EDD training continuum
being the proposed shortening of the
Basic Dog Handlers Course (BDHC)
from ten months to seven months and
the switch of the EDD Supervisor’s
Course from the second half of the
year to the start of the year. The intent
is to prevent newly trained dogs from
losing momentum and suffering skill
degradation over the BRL period.
Demolitions Cell
March 2016 saw the release of the
amended LWP-G 3-6-6 Demolitions
pam. A number of updates with
relation to the in service explosives
as well as a change to the names of
some of the urban breaching charges
have now been conducted. The L26A1
Bangalore Torpedo has been placed
into service as of 8 Aug 16, and is
now able to be used. Along with the
live version, there has been a drill
and instructional variant released to
aid in dry training for wire breaching.
Additionally, the Demolitions Cell has
been working at length with ALPC
to create a Campus Course for the
Demolitions Supervisor Recertification
Package. This course is currently in the
user acceptance testing phase with the
finishing touches being finalised by the
end of 2016.
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Chemical, Biological, Radiological,
Nuclear – Defence Cell
The CBRN-D Cell in 2016 has been
implementing the pilot Learning
Management Packages (LMP) for
all four ADF courses being the;
CBRN Basic (All-Corps Operations),
CBRN-D Training and Operations
Assistant Supervisor, CBRN-D
Training and Operations Supervisor
and CBRN-D Advisor. This year
the Cell has hosted the Counter
Improvised Threat Group, Army,
Navy and Air Force delegations
for the reviews on the CBRN-D
learning packages. These packages
have been upgraded to suit the
new technologies that have come
into service as well as cater for
the future arrival of the Land 2110
Project. Furthermore, the Cell hosted
the Commander of the US Army
Chemical Corps School to discuss
the modernisation of the ADF
technologies and training systems.
This provided the Cell and SME
at large, with an excellent insight
into how the US are training and
sustaining CBRN-D.
Counter-Mines Cell
Counter-Mine (CM) Cell is responsible
for the instruction of the Australian
Protected Route Clearance Capability
(APRCC). It consists of the Husky
suite of modular platform protected
vehicles, the Self-Protection Adaptive
Roller Kit II (SPARK’s II) and the High
Mobility Engineer Excavator (HMEE)
Tractor. CM Cell operates the Virtual
Battle Space 3 (VBS3) suite for the
APRCC Commanders Course. It
provides virtual models and terrain
to allow operators players to use
the full APRCC capability, including
dismounts, in a simulated live threat
environment. This includes weather,
atmospherics such as traffic and
pattern of life, live programmable
OPFOR and explosive hazards.
Whilst limited in it’s capability to

carry out operator and physical
skills training, it is exceptionally
good at simulating command and
control tasks, mission planning, and
exploring/ developing SOP’s/TTP’s.
2016 has been the first successful
operation of the VBS3 systems and
as such, Units are now invited down
to SME to make the most of the
training opportunities this provides.
Funds are allocated under PROJECT
NINGAUI up until 2019 for MSD
Troops to spend a week training to
use the system and vehicles.

Conclusively, SEW’s 25 instructing
staff as the principal providers of
specialist training have significantly
influenced the Corps capability, our
next generation of RAE personnel
and ADF members alike. From ‘stand
alone’ courses, to the provision
of ADF training to RAE specific
promotion subjects, SEW has
delivered in vicinity of 44 courses
this operational year. As such, an
immense work load, executed with
precision at the highest quality.

Mine Warfare Cell

Combat Engineer Wing

During 2016, Mine Warfare Cell has
changed focus in order to assist
the transition from the Handheld
Standoff Mine Detection System
(HSTAMIDS) Supervisor Course to
the more versatile In-Service Detector
Supervisor Course. The reason for
implementing this course is due to
the change of Ground Penetrating
Radar (GPR) systems. Going from
HSTAMIDS to the Mine hound VMR
3. This course will utilise the Sweep
Management System (SMS) which
will assist commanders in identifying,
managing and increasing skill sets in
regards to detector techniques.
Watermanship and Bridging Cell.
Watermanship and Bridging
(WAB) Cell are currently seeing the
retirement of the ageing FSB and
BEPB MK1 vessels to make way
for newer equipment such as the
Improved Ribbon Bridge (IRB - FSB
replacement), the BEPB MK2,
new MGB and the Dry Support
Bridge (DSB). The cell, in close
consultation with Land 155 Capability
Implementation Team (CIT), AHQ
and external agencies have seen
developments of the LMP in the IRB
and BEPB MK2, improved works,
facilities and housing both at the
school and the regional JLU’s for the
new equipment.

Initial Employment Training
This year the Combat Engineer Wing
(CEW) welcomed the updated pilot
Training Management Package (TMP)
to the Australian Regular Army (ARA)
IET training continuum for Employment
Category Number (ECN) 096. The
major changes to the Pilot TMP
include the introduction of the Urban
Operations in Support of Infantry
(UOSI) Course, and the Intermediate
Tree Felling (ITFC) Course.
The introduction of UOSI exposes
Sappers to Combat Shooting in
an Urban environment in which
they are trained to support an
Infantry Section. There are six
stages to the shooting continuum
whereby trainees are required to
demonstrate the skills, techniques
and aptitude to conduct static
engagements, static and walking
turns, urban movement, stairway
and hallway drills, and team tactics.
The Intermediate Tree Felling (ITF)
Course was introduced to Phase One
of the TMP. Throughout 2016, ITF
was conducted at the Marangaroo
Training Area, NSW and the Majura
Training Area, ACT. The ITF course
advances from the Basic Tree
Felling Course and teaches trainees;
the pierce and wedge technique,
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This included 39 Trainees completing
the Regimental Officer’s Basic Course
(ROBC) including four New Zealand
Army Officers, one Malaysian Army
Officer, one Tongan Defence Force
Officer, and two Air Force Officers. The
ROBC covered training and simulated
tactical exercises encompassing
Basic Combat Engineering,
Construction, Mine Warfare,
Demolitions, Watermanship and
Bridging, CBRND and Search Advisor.

strap release technique, diameter
larger than the bar technique,
v-scarf technique and the uneven
hinge technique to fell a tree.
Other components of the ARA IET
Course remain extant, including
CBRND, Demolitions, Explosive
Hazard Reduction (EHR), Search,
BCCC, Weapons Package, Bridging,
Watermanship and Exercise BARDIA.
The Pilot TMP forms the basis
of an improved IET course in the
interest of training further skilled
and more robust Sappers for the
Regiments when operating within
a Combined Arms environment.
There has been an increased
emphasis on Exercise BARDIA
planning with CEW injecting
an EXCON component during
the field training exercise
(FTX), which has enhanced the
synchronisation of the exercise.
At the time of writing three ARA IET
Courses have commenced which
brings a total of six ARA courses for
the year. By the end of 2016, IET
Wing will have successfully graduated
161 ARA Sappers.

Initial Employment Training
Australian Reserve (ARes)
The ARes IET trainees are
undertaking two phases of IETs
that reflects a compressed
variation of the ARA IET course.
During Phase One trainees
conduct miscellaneous tools,
aerial ropeway construction
(removed from ARA Pilot TMP), and
CBRND. Phase Two comprises
Demolitions, Explosive Hazard
Reduction Assistant, and Search.
The Army Soldier Training and
Induction Program (ASTIP) has
included an accelerated program
for ARes Sappers, meaning a
new training incentive is set to
commence during Course One in
2017. This will see ARes Sappers
commence IETs immediately
after marching out of 1 RTB.
Engineer Tactics Cell
Officer Training &
Combat Engineer Promotions
In 2016, the Engineer Tactics Cell
(ETC) delivered training across the
suite of Combat Engineer Promotion
Courses from CPL to CAPT.

The 6 month course was rounded
out by the Tactics Phase and
Exercise Kokoda, the culminating
Summative Assessment Field Phase.
All Officers were able to complete
the course and post to their gaining
units fully prepared to take up
Troop Command. Continual review
of the ROBC training continuum
is being conducted aiming to
maintain a balance between
the achievement of supervisor
competencies as well as the tactical
planning experience required for
Troop Commanders within RAE.
The Engineer Operations Officer
Course has also been modified to
ensure a supporting effort with the
restructuring of the COAC Module
2 training program. This has seen
efficiencies be created within the
course to better prepare Junior CAPTs
for roles as a RECONO or 2IC within
an Engineer Squadron.
Two sessions of the Subject Four
Corporal Combat Engineer Course
and one session of the Subject
Four Sergeant Combat Engineer
Course were conducted by ETC
with instructional delivery internal to
the cell and supported by Specialist
Engineering Wing (SEW) and
Construction Wing (CW). The courses
prepared a number of Sappers and
JNCOs for the roles and responsibilities
of a Section Commander and Troop
Sergeant within the RAE.
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Subject Two Warrant Officer RAE and
Subject Four Warrant Officer RAE
Manager Combat Engineer Courses
were conducted with a focus on
preparing SNCOs for the transition
to roles as Warrant Officers within
the Corps. Training has focussed on
maintaining the relevance of current
requirements of Engineer Sub Units
within the Combat Brigades.

been designed to simplify training
governance and empower
instructors to ‘teach’ rather than
‘brief’. The process has also
highlighted significant overtraining
and inefficiencies within the current
continuum, and if implemented, the
revised Const EITC would likely see
significant savings in training time
whilst improving training quality.

It has been a very busy; yet productive
year for Combat Engineering Wing,
with all staff remaining focussed in
delivering current, relevant and high
quality training to the future Sappers
and leaders within the RAE.

Consultation with RAAF Airfield
Engineering (AFENG) and RAE
representatives has demonstrated
broad in-principle support for the
reforms. However, there is much work
to be done, and final endorsement
and approvals will be sought through
the (Joint) Construction Training
Advisory Group (CONSTAG) and
CATC in due course.

Construction Wing
Over the last 18 months Construction
Wing (CW) has initiated a series
of reforms to improve training
quality. Through a deliberate and
collaborative process, CW staff
have led the design of a revised
Construction Engineer Individual
Training Continuum (Const EITC)
that spans all ranks and trades.
Its modularised structure and
broad training objectives have

One of the proposals for immediate
implementation is based on improving
the Subject 4 WO2 Construction
Course. The endorsed proposal
considered the differences in the
employment from Site Supervisors
(SGT) to Works Supervisor (WO2),
and assessed that the injection of ADF
Construction Project Management
training was the critical staff

development need prior to promotion.
The proposal also considered the
importance of industry credibility and
the delivery of training in a military
construction project context.
After a body of work, a pilot course is
planned to be delivered in late-2016
using an integrated civilian-military
training delivery solution developed
in collaboration with Engineers
Education Australia. Students will be
taught how the principles of project
management are applied to military
construction projects using the ADF
Construction Project Management
System. In doing so, students will
be awarded a Diploma of Project
Management, a Diploma in Building
and Construction Management
and a Certificate IV in Government
Procurement (which includes
Consolidated Complex Procurement).
All of this will be achieved within the
original course period of four weeks
and within a military construction
capability context.
Whilst the training is targeted at future
Works Supervisors, the alignment with
the training needs of RAE Officers has
been identified. Accordingly, junior
RAE Captains identified for future
Project Engineer and Construction
Officer roles will also attend the pilot
course as a trial.
Broad AFENG and RAE engagement
will continue over the next 12 months
to further develop and implement a
range of training reforms that aim to
simplify training governance, optimise
training time and improve overall
training quality.
Construction Wing staff have had
a noteworthy year defined by a
concerted effort to improve training
across the range of trades despite
below average staff levels.
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Geospatial Wing
Geospatial Engineering Wing
(GEW) has experienced another
typically busy year, balancing highly
technical training delivery with
trade management issues. This has
involved efforts to provide Geospatial
Technicians (GT) and Multimedia
Technicians (MMT) with focussed
skills to enable more comprehensive
support across the force. Initiatives
include the introduction of Imagery
Analysis skills into the ECN423 trade
model, enterprise data management
training and enhanced automation
skills through scripting.
The Future Training Materials (FTM)
cell has submitted numerous detailed
TMP Amendment Requests (TMPARs)
to the SME Standards Cell, and
RAE TM at CATC. These included
three years of amendments to the
GT IET, significant changes to the
GT SUB4CPL, and a submission
to formalise the extension of the
Geospatial Officers’ Course (GOC)
from three to eight weeks. Additionally
a proposal was submitted to raise an
Advanced Geospatial Officer Course
(AGOC) to mitigate Chief Geospatial
Officer training deficiencies. Other
TMPARs in development include the
GT SUB4WO and MMT IET Courses.
In the midst of all this training
development, the Training Troop
has been focused on the delivery
of high quality, relevant and current
geospatial training. In addition to
their instructional work load, each
member of the troop was assigned
training lanes to build subject matter
expertise and support FTMs training
development efforts.
Since the move to Holsworthy
Barracks, GEW has utilised the
Geospatial Network (GEONET). This
multi-million dollar SNRP network has
allowed GEW to rapidly modernise
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and enhance training through better
systems and most importantly,
internet connectivity. This has allowed
both trainees and instructors to
access up-to-date online training
material, such as the new ArcGIS
Online training site and Lynda.com,
which has complimented the training
already provided by the Wing.

series of GT meetings to develop
geospatial standards and policy. Early
successes include the development of
topographic map symbology and the
retention of geospatial lessons learnt
from operations and exercises.

Beyond training, the GEONET has
also enabled both GT and MMT
technical capability development.
One example is the progress of
the Web Mapping Service (WMS)
capability. GEW has established a
world-class WMS capability, drawing
upon both Defence and Commercial
services to generate an enhanced
understanding of any environment.
Global live weather, up-to-date
imagery, social network feeds and
world-wide live traffic information can
be fused with military information and
geo-processing tools to provide users
the ability to self-serve geospatial
intelligence. The WMS also provides
non-GTs the ability to update
enterprise geospatial information and
produce their own maps. An example
of this is an engineer updating bridge
information following a recon, which
would then in turn update any WMS
which accesses that feature such as
a route analysis. This enables Army to
‘crowd source’ data from authorised
users. This paves the way for every
soldier to be a sensor.

Training Support Wing (TSW),
in it’s second year of existence,
has been firmly established both
in the SME ORBAT and on the
ground. Amalgamating the support
responsibilities of the School, including
transport, plant, logistics, TRF,
medical, PT, signals, Holdfast troop,
and a large chunk of associated
corporate governance, the TSW has
demonstrated the proof of concept for
having a support Wing at the SME.

In addition to training and the
development of training, GEW has
positively engaged with and enhanced
GT and MMT trade standards and
policy mechanisms. The MMT
instructors hosted the inaugural MMT
trade development conference which
had representatives from across all
levels of command. This meeting has
focused trade on developing and
updating the MMT technical training
continuum. GEW also initiated a

Training Support Wing

Major accomplishments throughout
the year include coordinating the
refurbishment of our aging LRV fleet
and the revitalisation of Work Health
and Safety in the SME. We have also
improved the management of Holdfast
Troop, seeking to deliver more
informal medical and communications
training, and send more trainees on
driving courses, before being posted
to a unit. We have taken the lead
for SME in the trials of Physiological
State Monitoring equipment, and will
continue to do so throughout 2017.
2017 we are also looking forward
to continuing our work in the Work
Health and Safety area, particularly
facilitating the introduction of a
rationalised method of conducting
Risk Management, and assisting with
the introduction to service of LAND
121 Phase 3B equipment. We have
introduced a new strength training
room in the Holsworthy Physical
Fitness Centre, and in 2017 will
introduce strength training into the IET
and staff PT curriculums in an effort to
improve battle fitness.
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Operation HIGHROAD - Afghanistan

The Afghan National Army Officers
Academy (ANAOA) in Qargha,
Afghanistan has been undergoing an
upgrade to its close range training
facilities courtesy of around AUD
$1.9 million in funding from Australia,
through the NATO-led Resolute
Support mission.
Under this mission, the Project
Management Team (PMT) from
Headquarters Joint Task Force 633
(HQ JTF633) has worked closely
with the NATO Support Procurement
Agency (NSPA), ANAOA and local
contractors to oversee the project
roll-out.
The project will see eight different
range elements constructed, some
of which are already complete and in
use by officer cadets at ANAOA. The
upgrade will enhance facilities, training
standards and longer term, Afghan
National Army force capability.

Above: Australian Army
officers Major Angus
Johnston (left) and Captain
Daniel Palmer from the
Headquarters Joint
Task Force 633 project
management team at the
new 100m firing range at
the Afghanistan National
Army Officers Academy.

Below: Afghan National
Army officer cadets at the
Afghanistan National Army
Officers Academy practising
their marksmanship skills
on the newly upgraded 100
metre rifle range.
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Operation OKRA - Iraq

Sappers from 1st Combat Engineer
Regiment deployed to Iraq as part of
Operation Okra on 15 July 2016.
Australian and New Zealand
soldiers deployed on active service
at the Taji Military Complex in Iraq
to support the Iraqi Army as it
trains to defeat the Daesh terrorist
group. Around 300 Australians and
100 New Zealanders comprise
Task Group Taji, which is part of
the broader international Building
Partner Capacity mission to Iraq.
The Task Group trains Iraqi soldiers
in weapons handling, combat
first aid, building clearances and
obstacle breaching techniques, as
well as instruction in the tactics,
techniques and procedures for
section through to company-level
operations for use in the fight
against Daesh.

Australia’s participation in Task Group
Taji is part of its broader Defence
contribution to Iraq, codenamed
Operation OKRA, which includes a
Special Operations Task Group and
an Air Task Group.

Above: Rear rank: Corporal Ian
O’Loughlin, Corporal Scott Bowers,
Corporal Jack Dugand, Corporal
Daniel Patterson, Corporal Lindsey
Albion and Sapper Wade Hughes;
Front rank: Sergeant Rich Mouat,
Captain Josh Ahearn, Captain Josh
Watson and Sergeant Ben Miller.
Below: CPL Eason recently
deployed on Operation OKRA in
Taji 2 as the Multimedia Technician
to provide the task group graphical
support for training.
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Operation ASLAN - South Sudan
On 09 July 2011, South Sudan
became the world’s newest nation
ending 20 years of bitter civil war within
Sudan. Sadly the hope and promise
of the new nation did not last long
as the country quickly degenerated
into deep tribal divisions and conflict
as the powerbrokers fought for
prominence within the Government.
Most recently, on 08 July this year
the simmering tensions overflowed
in the capital city of Juba, erupting
into significant combat including
tanks, artillery and attack helicopters
within the streets with approximately
400 soldiers and civilians killed, and
the estimation that thousands of
other deaths were not reported.
The United Nations Mission in South
Sudan (UNMISS) is mandated to
provide protection to the people of the
Republic of South Sudan, to monitor
human rights and deliver humanitarian
aid. OP ASLAN is the Australian
contingent of up to 25 personnel
contributing to the over 13,000
strong UNMISS force. The Australian
contingent is dispersed across three
locations in Bor and Juba to support
key functional areas such as analysis,
operations, logistics, and personnel.
2016 has seen five sappers deployed
on the operation, COL John Carey,
MAJ Keiran Vidal, MAJ Daryn
Radford, MAJ Graham Hales and MAJ
Seralaadan Tharmarajah.
Throughout the majority of 2016,
the Commander of the Australian
Contingent (COMASC) was COL
John Carey. In addition to COMASC
responsibilities, his UN role was
the Senior Military Liaison Officer
for Sector East, based in Bor
(150km North of Juba). COL Carey
commanded a team of Military Liaison
Officers (MLO) from around the world
to observe and interact with members
from armed groups such the Sudan
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or opposition soldiers. Patrols are
generally up to four days in duration
and conducted via vehicle or helicopter.
Road movement during the wet
season is almost impossible due to the
very poor road conditions that occur
because of poor construction materials,
a lack of maintenance and the volume
of water. MLO patrols are designed to
assist with establishing relationships
with military authorities, nongovernment organisations and the local
community in order to identify threats
and assess conditions to determine
needs for future humanitarian projects.

Above: Australian Army
officer Colonel John Carey
meets members of the Sudan
People’s Liberation Army - in
Opposition during a monitoring
and verification patrol activity
near Akobo, South Sudan.
Left: A UN vehicle convoy
travelling the Juba-Bor Road to
deliver stores and equipment
is affected by the often poor
weather in South Sudan

People’s Liberation Army (SPLA),
Sudan People’s Liberation Army in
Opposition (SPLA-IO) and the South
Sudan Democratic Movement/Army –
Cobra Faction (SSDM/A-CF).
MLO tasks can include accompanying
UN convoys or riverine patrols,
identifying and releasing child soldiers
back to their villages, negotiating flight
safety assurances, safe passage and
freedom of movement with local tribal
chiefs and liaising with government

Due to the poor infrastructure within
South Sudan, there is a requirement
for extensive engineer support. A
mission complicated by significant
environmental, logistical and
bureaucratic constraints. Currently
Japan, Bangladesh, China, India,
and Korea have Horizontal Military
Engineer Company’s (HMEC)
deployed with UNMISS. The Royal
Engineers are also seeking to deploy
an FE Squadron in 2017. Typical
tasks of these engineer elements
include road construction/repair, force
protection, water purification, and the
construction of UN and occasionally
local government facilities and
infrastructure. There has also been a
significant need to win construction
materials through activities such as
quarrying. Australia has built a close
relationship with the Japanese HMEC
based in Juba, through the provision
of a liaison officer and linguist since
2012. In that time, the Japanese
HMEC has completed over 500 tasks.
The provision of Geospatial Support is
another engineer function that is critical
to enable the planning and conduct of
the full spectrum of UNMISS operations.
This includes force protection planning,
facility management, distribution
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of humanitarian aid, verification of
human rights violations, and the
status of both road and maritime lines
of communication. Since 2013, the
Australian Contingent has included a
geospatial officer to support the force
and also to assist with any contingent
specific requirements. This year MAJ
Kieran Vidal, MAJ Daryn Radford and
MAJ Graham Hales filled this role. The
geospatial officer is employed within the
Joint Mission Analysis Centre (JMAC)
to provide direct support to analysts
through the plotting of incidents,
monitoring force dispositions, and
analysing trends.
Sappers have also been employed
in a number of other key roles within
the three-star Force Headquarters.
Currently MAJ Seralaadan Tharmarajah
is an operations officer responsible
for Sector East. Other sappers, such
as MAJ David Cave, have completed
roles as the Plans Officer within Sector
East. All of these roles reinforce the
fact that sappers must maintain
a range of skills and knowledge
beyond traditional corps tasks.
Deploying with the United Nations
to South Sudan has exposed all
participants to a range of challenges
and experiences unlike any other
operational experience. This
includes a greater immersion in
local communities and cultures,
the challenges of UN bureaucracy,
a closer interaction with nongovernment organisations, and the
general experience of living and
working as part of a small Australian
Contingent. However the greatest
rewards, and most painful frustrations,
are experienced through the close
engagement with the military, police
and civilians from over 141 different
nations. Something you have to
experience to fully understand.
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Operation FIJI ASSIST
In response to a request by Fijian
authorities, HMAS Canberra deployed
on March 1st 2016, as part of
Australia’s whole-of-government
contribution, facilitating disaster relief
access to Fiji’s outer lying islands.
Australian Defence Force (ADF)
elements together with personnel
from the Department of Foreign Affairs
and Trade (DFAT) flew ahead from the
ship via MRH-90 helicopter to meet
with Koro Island local authorities in
preparation for Canberra’s arrival.
Commanding Officer, 2nd Combat
Engineer Regiment (2CER) toured
the island with DFAT and local Fijian
authorities to meet and discuss needs
with village leaders. Concurrently,
reconnaissance sections from
2nd Battalion Royal Australian

Regiment (2RAR) conducted a
survey of the island to assess
the condition of roads, houses,
schools and other infrastructure.
Stationed off the coast of Koro
Island, HMAS Canberra offloaded
2CER engineers together with
humanitarian aid, heavy machinery
and construction materials using
the ship’s three embarked MRH-90
helicopters, three LHD Landing Craft
(LLC) and two LARC-V amphibious
cargo vehicles.
Working closely with the Republic
of Fiji Military Forces and local
authorities, the engineers focussed on
repairing the island’s key infrastructure
such as roads, schools and
restoration of water and power.

Above: Australian Army
Sappers John Corn and Ty
Fergus from the 2nd Combat
Engineer Regiment, assess a
damaged school in the village
of Nasau on Koro Island as a
part of Operation Fiji Assist.
Below: 7CE Sqn soldiers
repairing a Mulsim School’s
roof during FIJI ASSIST 16.
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Exercise HARI’I HAMUTUK
Australian Army soldiers from 1st
Brigade in Darwin are worked alongside
Japanese, Timorese and United States
military personnel in Timor-Leste from
26 September to 11 November 2016
on Exercise Hari’i Hamutuk, a multilateral exercise to build new facilities
for the Timor-Leste Defence Force and
enhance engineering skills.
Around 117 Australian Army, Royal
Australian Air Force, Japanese
Ground Self-Defense Force, United
States Marine Corps, United
States Army, United States Navy
and Timor‑Leste Defence Force
(Falintil‑Forҫa Defesa de Timor-Leste)
engineering personnel, along with 17
locally employed staff, built projects
at Hera Naval Base, Metinaro Military
Base, Metinaro Health Clinic and
Baucau Military Base.

Timor-Leste Defence Force
personnel were also being mentored
on plant equipment and small
engines maintenance, as well as
physical training techniques.

Above: United States
Navy ‘Seabees’ sailor
Constructionman Corey
Franklin; United States Army
soldier Specialist Robyjay
Reyes; Timor-Leste Defence
Force soldier Private Moises
Dos Santos; Australian Army
soldier Sapper Braedyn
Duggan; and Japanese
Ground Self-Defense soldier
Sergeant Masahiko Takagi
of the Japanese Ground
Self Defence Force.
Below: Accommodation
building at Metinaro Military
Base, Timor-Leste under
construction.
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Exercise PUK PUK
CAPT Juliana Karantonis
This year Exercise Puk Puk was conducted with
3 CER’s ‘Brother Battalion’, the PNGDF Engineer
Battalion at Igam Barracks, Lae. The Puk Puk Squadron
consisting of just over 100 personnel was led by 25
Support Squadron with external support coming
from ARA and ARes Units across Australia, RAN
Reserves and the United Kingdom Royal Engineers.
The key goal for Exercise Puk Puk in 2016 remained
to generate positive and enduring change within the
PNGDF. This year also marked a transition from a primarily
infrastructure delivery outcome to a greater emphasis
on partnered activities to provide a mentoring effect.

Front row: Papua New Guinea
Defence Force officers COL
Ray Numa (right), Chief of
Staff, and LTCOL Wrakonei
(centre) officially open a new
bridge built as part of Exercise
Puk Puk 2016
Rear row (left to right: CPL
Craig Cousins, British Army
soldier SSGT Thomas from the
Corps of Royal Engineers; LT
Callum Johnston.

Exercise Puk Puk 16 started for 25 Support Squadron
almost before the year began. The first visit and
reconnaissance was conducted in February when the key
leaders of the PNGDF in Lae were consulted and the works
identified for the Exercise. All parties agreed that the Support
Company Lines, where the Plant Operators and Workshops
Engineers of the Engineer Battalion lived, were an excellent
location to focus our infrastructure rehabilitation works.
Once the reconnaissance was completed and the
scope of works was decided upon the real work started.
Construction troop threw themselves eagerly into the
design and planning phases of the project while the Q
Store members focused on the procurement and ordering
of the vast array of stores required. The ability of all Troops
to conduct preparatory works for Exercise Puk Puk, in
addition to the normal high tempo of operations in a
Combat Brigade, is a testament to their level of effort.
In late May our first foot was firmly planted on the
ground in PNG with the deployment of the Project
Management Team. This team receipted in all of the
shipped stores and equipment and started the set up
of the Engineer Battalion heavy transport compound
that was soon to become known as Camp Phantom
for 2016. This team also had the important task
of managing the contracted works that needed to
set the conditions for the arrival of the main body
of the contingent; including the commencement
of the Support Company Lines renovation and the
refurbishment of the Training Facility in the camp that
was destined to be used as the Puk Puk Squadron
headquarters for the duration of the exercise.

When the advance party arrived in July the stage was
set for a rapid camp construction. Over 30 tents were
erected in anticipation of the main body’s arrival along
with the setup of essential power, water and ablutions
services throughout the camp. The achievement of
the advanced party in establishing a suitable camp
can not be understated given the frequency and
magnitude of rain events experienced in Lae.
When the main body finally arrived in early July everyone
was eager to start immediately. The construction
trades commenced work on the job sites whilst the
combat engineers were busy preparing for their nonequipment bridge build and starting highly valuable
training courses. The Quartermaster personnel ensured
the camp was fully supplied and the caterers got to
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work feeding the hordes of hard workers. Even the
health team were eager to set up what was a fantastic
in camp health hub that took care of every possible
ailment the contingent could ever have suffered from.
Over the six weeks the mixed contingent achieved
an incredible amount. A fully refurbished three storey
accommodation building was handed over to the Engineer
Battalion, along with a fully revamped Q Store. The Area
Theatre had an impressive exterior redecoration along
with some much needed services repairs inside. The
roads around the base were significantly improved by the
Plant detachment, a non-equipment bridge was built to
assist access across the base and a huge number of skill
sets were imparted to the PNGDF. Courses were run to
provide training in; small engines maintenance, chainsaw
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operation and tree felling, timber milling, and engineer
search operations. The Exercise also funded a significant
amount of engineering equipment including a chainsaw
fleet, portable saw mill and search tools to ensure that
the Engineer Battalion was well equipped to employ the
skills gained after the departure of Puk Puk Squadron.
With the departure of the main body in mid August, a
rear details team remained in Lae to collapse the camp
and finalise contracted works. By the end of the month
the remainder of the contingent had returned to Australia
for the customary period of refitting and leave. Eyes in
25 Support Squadron are already turned towards the
preliminary planning for Exercise Puk Puk 2017 which
again promises to be an excellent opportunity for the Corps
to demonstrate our capability on the international stage.
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AACAP 2016

This image: Australian Army soldiers
with Laura State School students
and local rangers on an excursion
to Aboriginal rock art sites.
Below: CPL Ian Farraway and a
local contractor cut the ribbon to
open the Laura footpath

MAJ Jack Plimmer
2016 marked the 20th anniversary

The execution of the programme is a

of the Army Aboriginal Community

collaborative effort across Army. Like

Assistance Program (AACAP), a

all AACAPs, 19 CE Works, as the

noteworthy achievement for RAE which

Army’s Project Management Agency,

was celebrated throughout this year’s

lead the scoping and programme

programme in the township of Laura,

development, before handing over the

Far North Queensland. Laura is a small

majority of the execution to 6 ESR as

town (population of approximately 100

the Army Construction Agency, with

residents) located on the Peninsula

Force Engineer Branch supporting

Development Road (PDR), in Cook

the planning and coordination effort.

Shire, a four hour drive north of Cairns.

This year’s contingent was based

on 17th Construction Squadron,
ably supported by engineers and
soldiers attached from across Army, in
particular 17 CSS Brigade and 2 Div.
With a $6M programme budget
from Prime Minister and Cabinet
(PM&C), the Scope of Works (SOW)
for 2016 included a new sewer
reticulation system and construction of
Wastewater Treatment Ponds (WWTP),
a Multi-Purpose Facility (MPF), a roof
for the local basketball court, 800 m of
footpath along the PDR, and a number
of smaller tasks of opportunity.
Wastewater Treatment Ponds
The WWTP and corresponding
sewer reticulation system comprised
the largest and most expensive
component of the 2016 SOW. 19
CE Works managed the contract
with BMD for the gravity fed sewer
reticulation system, connecting
every house and business in town to
the WWTP.
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Construction of the WWTP site
was led by Plant Troop, 17 CS. The
site consisted of four ponds (each
28 x 16 x 2 m), a four and a half
hectare irrigation farm (252 separate
sprinklers) and corresponding pump
and piping infrastructure.
There were numerous unexpected
constructability issues with the site
that Plant Troop had to overcome,
including a high water table causing
water logging, poor in situ material
and asbestos. A collaborative
approach from all involved in the
works, from the operators, foreman,
works office to 19 CE Works, saw
innovative solutions found. Coupled
with an outstanding work effort on
site, these problems were overcome
and the works delivered on time.
Multi-Purpose Facility
The Laura MPF was built to provide
the town with training facilities, office
space for service providers and
meeting rooms. The construction
of the steel frame, Colorbond clad
building was led by 8 Troop. Again,
no shortage of constructability
issues to overcome, but the 8
Troop team worked extremely
hard to deliver a high quality finish
on time. The building included full
disability access, a kitchen, bitumen
parking area, children playground,
landscapeding and was fitted out
with furniture. It was handed over
to a very happy community at the
AACAP Closing Ceremony and will
be managed by the Ang‑Gnarra
Aboriginal Corporation.
Footpath
The Laura footpath extends 800
metres along the PDR and linked the
main residential areas with the school,
general store and centre of town. The
footpath was designed to get children
and residents to stop walking down
the busy PDR, where they risked being
hit by road trains and other vehicles.

Completed roof over the basket
ball court; fittingly located in front
of the local war memorial.

The fibre reinforced footpath was
poured over a two-month period
and at two metres wide, included
over 200 cubic metres of concrete.
Resources Troop was responsible for
the physically demanding construction
of the footpath. From the moment
the first stage was completed, the
children started using the footpath,
and it was highly rewarding for the
Resources Troop team to see kids
riding their bikes down the full length
of the path before we departed.
Basketball Court Roof
Right in the centre of town, opposite
the pub and next to the school, rose
the Laura Basketball Court Roof. The
10 metre high steel structure was
delivered by 8 Troop, supported by
Plant Troop’s crane operators lifting
every piece of the structure into place
including the nearly 20 m long rafters.
The structure provides the children
a place to play outdoors outside of
the scorching north QLD sun, and
has lighting for night activities. It was
immediately a great hit with the town
once handed over half way through
the programme.

The works also included renovation
of the Laura War Memorial which was
next to the court. This was officially
opened in a moving ceremony which
involved one of the contingents
indigenous soldiers (CPL Terry Walker)
and one of the Laura Elders sprinkling
sand that had been collected from
ANZAC Cove at Gallipoli.
Tasks of Opportunity
In addition to the main SOW items, a
number of tasks of opportunity where
provided, including construction of a
community picnic ground and shelter,
two rugby league ovals with posts,
minor works at the Laura school and
a new memorial at the Pandanus Park
Veterans’ Retreat.
Health and Training
The other key lines of effort with
AACAP are health and training. This
years training program included the
delivery of Certificates II in Construction
Pathways and Hospitality. A number
of trainees on Construction Pathways
course secured employment with BMD
on the sewer reticulation works and
other trainees had secured full time
employment by the end of the AACAP.
Non-accredited training included
business administration training with
the Ang Gnarra Aboriginal Corporation
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Members of 8 Troop and FFDTL
working on the Multi Purpose Facility.

Board and a number of packages with
the Laura Rangers.
The health team again deployed with
the Dental and Veterinary Teams
which were highly active during
their time in Laura. The health team
developed a strong rapport with the
local school children and delivered
a comprehensive 12 week health
promotion package. The team
augmented the local Laura Clinic
and conducted outreach to nearby
communities supporting young mums
and bubs programs and visiting aged
care facilities.
Community Engagement
Supporting the infrastructure,
health and training lines of effort
was a strong focus on community
engagement. A traditional welcome
to country and smoking ceremony
helped break down the barriers
between the contingent and the
residents, and set the stage for a
strong ‘one team’ approach between
Army and the community for the
delivery of the programme.

The centrepiece for community
engagement was NAIDOC Week,
where the contingent hosted a number
of activities, including a Camp Birt Open
Day, Outdoor Cinema, two concerts
from the Army Band and taking the top
attendees at the Laura School to Cairns
for a VIP Game Day Experience at the
Rabbitohs v Cowboys match, including
getting to meet some of the indigenous
players. Army also helped re-raise the
Laura Quinkans Rugby League team,
and hosted a carnival in Laura between
Army, Laura, Wujal Wujal, Hopevale and
Cooktown. In return, the contingent
were taken on visits to some of the
amazing rock art and fishing sites
around the region by the community.
Conclusion
AACAP 2016 was a great success
and a fitting way to celebrate 20 years
of AACAP delivery around Australia.
A large SOW was delivered on time
to high quality, the training program
has already resulted in jobs, the health
team provided excellent services
and the community engagement has

Australian Army Engineer
SPR Axel Grim puts the finishing
touches on a new footpath.

enhanced Army’s reputation in the
region. The successful delivery of
the programme is the result of years
of planning and hard work on the
ground by a wide range of units and
headquarters in Army, in particular for
2016, 6 ESR, 19 CE Works, FEB, 2
GHB, 5 ER and 17 CSS Bde.
AACAP 2017 works will be delivered
in Toomelah, New South Wales, and
the contingent will be based on 21st
Construction Squadron, 6 ESR.
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Exercise Force 18
SGT Kelly Harding
From the 24th of February to
the 8th of March 16, the ASEAN
(Association of Southeast Asian
Nations) Defence Ministers Meeting
Plus combined Field Training Exercise
(FTE) for peacekeeping operations
and humanitarian de-mining was
conducted in Pune, India. Ten ASEAN
and seven non-ASEAN countries
participated in the Indian Army led
activity, as part of Ex FORCE 18.
The 3rd Combat Engineer Regiment
(3 CER) deployed two Combat
Engineer trainers and one Section of
Combat Engineers in support of the
humanitarian de-mining activity.
The Multi-National Humanitarian Demining Activity (HDA) was developed
to enhance humanitarian mine action
awareness and education. Nations
were joined together to discuss
and interpret current protocols and
conventions relating to the use,
stockpiling, production, transfer, and
destruction of Anti-Personnel Mines.
The HDA allowed nations to share
Standard Operating Procedures
(SOPs) relating to mine clearance
conducted manually, mechanically
and with the assistance of mine
detection dogs. Practical techniques
relating to Explosive Remnants of
War detection and disposal were
demonstrated and discussed. Land
clearance and land release challenges
were shared and current victim
assistance and rehabilitation programs
and processes were reviewed.
The Australian Contingent from 3
CER was given the opportunity to
demonstrate the use of their manual
mine detection equipment, the F3
Mine detector. Nations showed great
interest in the F3 Mine Detector’s
weight, efficiency, accuracy and

underwater detection capability. This
was particularly evident when CPL
Steven Bowtell competed and won
the Multi-National Manual Detection
Equipment Competition. Members
from 3 CER were frequently requested
to provide out of hours training relating
to the F3 Mine Detector.
The HDA was an excellent opportunity
for the Australian Army Combat
Engineers to gain experience
and exposure to the practical
application of Mine Warfare Training.
Australia is a current signatory to
the Ottawa Treaty and Amended
Protocol II, which prohibit the
use, stockpiling, production and
transfer of Anti-Personnel mines
and details requirements as to
their destruction. As a result many
practical elements of Mine Warfare
Training are taught in theory but never
able to be practically executed.
Participation and continuation in
future HDA, as part of Ex FORCE
18, is highly recommended. The
experience soldiers gained from
conducting practical Mine Warfare
Training was immeasurable. The
Australian Defence Force is frequently
required to operate in countries

Above: CPL Ryan
Green competes in the
multi‑national Manual
Detection Equipment
Competition while on
Ex FORCE 18.

affected by Anti-Personnel Mines
and face their associated risks
and dangers. Observation of other
countries’ techniques and SOPs
instilled confidence in the Australian
contingent’s SOPs and safety
measures. Soldiers were given the
opportunity to develop important
relationships and friendships with
Nations they would ordinarily never
have the opportunity to do so.
Continued and shared Mine education
on a multi-national scale is the key to
reducing mine production, associated
risks and casualties. Often AntiPersonnel mines do not affect the
enemy they are intended to destroy,
rather innocent, defenseless, civilians
and children are injured or killed.
Years after the emplacement of antipersonal mines, mankind continues to
suffer the consequences. A continued
global response in education, training
and large scale funding is required
now and into the future to ensure the
continued safety of civilians.
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This photo: Divers enter the water
on Ex DINGO DIVE.

Exercise DINGO DIVE

Below: SPR Joshua Healey
removes gear after successful dive.

LT Andrew Codrington
During Aug 2016 3 CER hosted
the Annual FORCOMD Army Work
Dive Concentration Exercise in
Townsville. This exercise involved
the concentration of Army Work
Divers (AWDs) from all RAE Units to
conduct training on a larger scale
otherwise unavailable to individual Unit
Dive Teams. Approx 40 AWDs and
AWD Supervisors (AWDSO) came to
Townsville for the exercise.
The exercise kicked off with a skills
revision week involving dives in the
Lavarack Barracks Pool, the HUET
Facility, a local dive store restricted
space facility and the Ross River.
Training covered included emergency
procedures, search and recovery
techniques as well as nil-visibility
diving on all our equipment. The
divers were exposed to new scenarios
to overcome, testing their skills
by working with a different dive
members and skills not touched on
for a while, these included nil-visibility
body recovery within a submerged
helicopter, grid searches and search
and rescue within confined spaces.

Week two saw application of these
skills and a construction task
completed within the Ross River at
multiple sites. Initially the Redhead
Drive site saw extremely difficult
conditions resulting in a new site
being reconnoitred and the task
being moved. Although this reduced
amount of time on tools, the exercise
participants gained experience in
different and difficult conditions with
a completely deployed dive site. The
adaptability and challenges faced will
hold all involved in good stead.
Week three involved the deployment
to SWBTA and conduct of an
underwater demolitions practice held
off Triangular Island. LCM8 Support
was utilised in the movement of divers
and supporting staff to and from
the island with exercise personnel
based on Sabina Point. This phase
saw the conduct of confidence,
closed water and open water serials.
The culminating serial involving a
completely embarked open water serial
fighting the wind and tides- this hasn’t
been practiced by AWDs for 15 years!

The exercise provided all divers
exposure to new and challenging
conditions all within our operational
environment, new facilities and
relationships were built for training in
the NQ area as well as development
of the capability with so many
SMEs in the one place at the
same time. It also provided time
for all divers from different units to
integrate and share procedures
and experiences with each other.
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Exercise HAMEL
The Australian Army’s 1st Brigade
was tested from 26 June to 14
July in South Australia as part of
Exercise Hamel 2016 to ensure
its soldiers were ready to meet
the requirements as the Australian
Defence Force’s next ‘ready’ brigade.
Army uses a series of exercises
(‘The road to Hamel’) to build up the
capacity of its next ready brigade
and Exercise Hamel is the final test.
In 2016, Darwin’s 1st Brigade was
put through its paces to ensure it
is able to support every possible
operational contingency, ranging from
humanitarian assistance through to
major combat operations.
Exercise Hamel 2016 involved
8000 military personnel from the
Australian Army, Royal Australian
Navy, Royal Australian Air Force,
United States Marine Corps, United
States Army and the New Zealand

Army. For the first time, Exercise
Hamel was conducted in South
Australia and took place around
Port Augusta, Port Pirie, Whyalla
and the Cultana training area.

Above: Australian Army
veterinarians from 2nd General
Health Battalion and 1st Combat
Engineer Regiment military working
dog handlers with their dogs at a
veterinarian treatment facility.
Below: Australian Army engineers
Lance Corporal Thomas Healey
(front) and Sapper Geremy
Collom from Battle Group Jacka
sweep for ‘mines’ in Cultana
training area, South Australia.
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1st Combat Engineer Regiment
LTCOL Mick Scott
We knew that we were going to
have to hit the ground running this
year, and we did. The Army’s force
generation cycle had the 1st Brigade
mid-way through READYING and
well along the path of the ‘Road
to HAMEL’ when the Regiment
returned to work in mid-January.
Exceptional efforts from across
the Regiment enabled us to get
out the door and back on the road
to Cultana only a few weeks after
returning from Christmas leave.
As always for Sappers, the 1st
Combat Engineer Regiment was first
in and last out on Ex PREDATORS
GALLOP. The Field Squadrons
distinguished themselves by
constructing realistic and doctrinal
Kamarian defensive positions and
complex obstacles in preparation

for the exercise which included live
fire combined arms breaching and
a formation-level river crossing.
Meanwhile, 23rd Support Squadron;
‘created’ a river suitable for crossing,
constructed a village and undertook
emergency response training
with local SA fire fighters. The
Headquarters shook out into the field
environment and the Operational
Support Squadron somehow
managed to support and sustain the
Regiment across vast distances and
a myriad of tasks. The exercise was
a huge success and, as expected,
the Sappers were acknowledged as
playing a critical role.
Only a short while later the Regiment
found itself back in Cultana for
Ex PREDATORS STRIKE, the 1st
Brigades culminating combined arms

exercise prior to Army’s Ex HAMEL.
Interestingly, the Regiment (along
with some attachments) played the
enemy on this Exercise and so we
became Battle Group KOMODO.
It’s fair to say that Battle Group
KOMODO gave the Brigade far more
than it bargained for, successfully
fighting a manoeuverist war, pitting
our strengths against the Brigade’s
weaknesses with a superior decision
cycle (Act-Sense-Decide-Adapt) and
through a series of raids in depth and
against unprepared force elements.
Ex HAMEL saw the Regiment’s
full integration into the 1st Brigade
with 1 Fd Sqn supporting 5 RAR’s
Battle Group TIGER, 9 Fd Sqn
supporting 1st Armoured Regiments
Battle Group LION, 23rd Support
Squadron and Operational Support
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Left: M1A1 Main Battle Tank
crosses 1 FD Sqn’s MGB over 23
Spt Sqn’s Cucumber Creek.
Right: 9 Fd Sqn Sappers conduct
an assault from the water.
Bottom right: 9 Fd Sqn Sappers
practice their urban explosive
breaching and entry drills.

Squadron supporting across the
Brigade but collocated with 1 CSSB’s
Brigade Maintenance Area and the
Regimental Headquarters split across
Brigade Main, Forward and Tac.
The Regimental Reconnaissance
section proved their worth and
integrated with the Cavalry Squadron
in a Brigade recon role. From a
wider Army perspective, Ex HAMEL
was very successful as it enabled
the exercising of the 1st Division
Headquarters down to section
level, including enabling elements
from the 6th Brigade. Unfortunately,
like in previous years, the exercise
provided limited opportunity for
exercising engineer capabilities.
The pace has not let up in the
latter half of the year now that the
Regiment is ‘on line’ as part of the
READY Brigade. The Regiment,
enabled by elements from across
the Brigade, conducted a ‘call out’
of the Engineer Task Group for
Operation Plan READY ASSIST; which
will be enacted in the event of an
incident requiring a Humanitarian or
Disaster Relief Operation around the
globe. Concurrently; the Squadrons
have continued to conduct some
great training along with continued
support to the Ready Battle Group,
23rd Support Squadron led the
International Engagement Ex HARI’I
HAMUTUK in Timor-Leste, numerous
unit run courses were conducted, and
a complete 100% stock take of the
Regiment’s equipment and CES was
completed. We all had a great night
at our Regimental Ball on the beautiful

Darwin Waterfront, heavily subsidised
by our very well run and lucrative
Regimental Trust Fund. We even won
back the Ram-Shovel Trophy in our
annual rugby match against 8th/12th
Regiment, despite a late run on by
the Wallaby’s Nick ‘Honey Badger’
Cummins for 8th/12th Regiment, with
the final score 18-0!
I would like to acknowledge the
hard work by all members of the

Regiment this year. You have all done
a remarkable job and I sincerely thank
you for your efforts. I would also like
to thank the families and close friends
who have supported us through this
busy time which included multiple
extended periods away. As I come
closer to the day where I will farewell
the Regiment for the last time, I can
honestly say it has been a privilege
and an honour to serve with you all.
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2nd Combat Engineer Regiment
LTCOL James Dugdell
The 2nd Combat Engineer Regiment (2 CER) has had
a highly successful, albeit busy, year providing support
to all aspects of the ADF, from operations to large-scale
exercises to individual support requests.
Squadrons were involved in numerous international
operations such as OP OKRA, specifically Task Group
TAJI, as well as OP FIJI ASSIST. Various support
requests throughout the year required personnel
to provide Engineer specific support to training
establishments such as RMC-D, Kapooka and SME.
Additionally, individuals were given the opportunity to
support overseas activities and exercises, engaging
with other armed forces personnel from America, UK,
Malaysia, New Zealand and Canada in Command Post
Exercises in the United States, Malaysia and Europe.
2 CE Squadron
The 2015/16 training year saw a large number of
personnel from the 2nd Combat Engineer Squadron
(2 CE Sqn) Command Structure selected to provide
the majority of the 2 CER commitment to OP OKRA,
specifically Task Group TAJI rotation one (TG TAJI-1) and
two (TG TAJI-2). Members of 2 CE Sqn were deployed in
multiple roles filling appointments within the TG HQ and as
All-Corps trainers within the Training Task Unit. A number
of JNCOs and SNCOs deployed to Iraq in June 2015 as a
part of the TG TAJI-1 contingent and were subsequently
replaced by Officers, SNCOs and JNCOs as part of TG
TAJI-2 in December 2015.

The remainder of 2 CE Sqn adopted a rear details construct
and conducted individual training and courses for promotion
and career development. Individual members were
selected to bolster the other 2 CER Sub-units to fulfil their
commitments for deployment on OP FIJI ASSIST and Rifle
Company Butterworth rotation 114. The remainder of the
Sqn formed a Troop sized organisation which consisted of a
number of medically restricted personnel unable to support
the other sub-unit commitments.
On return of the TG TAJI-2 members in August 2016, 2
CE Sqn was re-established and commenced creating the
individual specialisations of High-Risk Search and CBRND
within each of the CE Troops.
7 CE Squadron
2016 saw the continuation of the 7th Combat Engineer
Squadron’s (7 CE Sqn) support to the Ready Battle
Group (RBG) from 2015, deploying on OP FIJI ASSIT 16
from February through to April in response to Tropical
Cyclone Winston. Contributing to the Humanitarian
Assistance and Disaster Relief (HADR) effort, the
Squadron achieved great successes in reconnecting
water supplies, repairing schools and generators,
maintaining and repairing roads, distribution of
water and setting the conditions for follow-on efforts
through undertaking numerous technical engineering
assessments. Overall, more than 10 schools were
re-opened through the achievements of the engineers
allowing the local children to commence the school year.
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Left. SPR Mammen, LT Xavier, CPL Booth, CFN
Bhambra, SPR Jones and Burgess with RFMF soldiers
and local children during Op FIJI ASSIST 16.

7 CE Sqn participated in 7th Brigade’s Combined Arms
Training Activity EX DIAMOND STRIKE throughout May.
The exercise included both American and Japanese
forces and culminated in a Brigade level live-fire defensive
battle. Squadron members played key roles throughout
the activity, participating in live-fire obstacle breaching,
development of defensive positions and the integration of
tactical obstacles in the Brigade engagement area. This
saw the opportunity for individuals to display and enhance
their knowledge of demolitions through providing battlenoise simulation during the Brigade’s culminating activity
and provided other units a key insight into the employment
of Engineers in a combined arms environment.
After a quick, but thorough, refit-to-fight 7 CE Sqn then
provided Engineer support to 7th Brigade’s opposing
force on Ex HAMEL 16 in Cultana Training Area, Adelaide.
A range of skills were improved and honed, from
emplacement of tactical minefields and development
of defensive positions in a conventional setting, to
augmenting a non-conventional enemy by constructing
improvised explosive devices networks in an urban
environment. Attached to various manoeuvre elements
were ranks from CPL to LT to provide BG Commanders
engineer specific advice in order to achieve a robust and
challenging effect on the battlefield.
24 Support Squadron
The beginning of 2016 was looking promising for the
smooth planning and execution of a Rifle Company
Butterworth deployment for 24 Support Squadron (24 Spt
Sqn). However, Tropical Cyclone Winston saw a significant
number of personnel deploy to Fiji as part of OP FIJI ASSIST
to rebuild the key infrastructure on Koro and Viti Levu
Islands. The nature of the operation meant that there was
plenty to do for the tradesmen and plant operators who
worked closely with the Republic of Fiji Military Forces in the
first Australian-Fijian combined task since 2006.
Although Rifle Company Butterworth rotations are typically
focussed on infantry field training, 24 Spt Sqn had the
privilege of forming the backbone of the company. The tour
saw the Sappers of 2 CER combine with Sappers from
the 5th and 8th Engineer Regiments to improve the living
conditions at Camp Burma and conduct refurbishment of
several field firing ranges at the Pulada Range Complex.
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Members of the Squadron that did not deploy on Rifle
Company Butterworth deployed on EX DIAMOND
STRIKE in support of the 7th Combat Brigade.
The exercise saw the provision of sustainability in
the form of water point operations and survivability
support in assisting to dig in defensive positions for
Battle Groups Warhorse, Heeler and Waratah.
Members of the Squadron also participated in EX HAMEL
as the Red Force to make the 23rd Support Squadron,
1st Combat Engineer Regiment, earn their ‘Ready’ status.
Plant assets were utilised to provide survivability and
counter mobility support to the Battle Group Warhorse
Main Defensive Position; setting up trench systems and
2000m of anti-tank ditching. Vertical construction assets
supported the cause with decoy M1A1s and PMVs to fool
the enemy reconnaissance.
Operational Support Squadron
This year the Operational Support Squadron (OSS)
supported a range of operations and exercises, with
members enhancing 7 CE Sqn to support EX HAMEL and
OP FIJI ASSIST. OSS Junior Officers and SNCOs within
the Squadron also conducted a series of professional
development studies and presentations, identifying the
threats and opportunities that logisticians face within a
Combat Engineer Regiment with the continuation of Plan
Beersheba and the introduction of the new capability with
Project Land 121.
Plan Beersheba provides OSS the opportunity to
streamline processes at a base level, in a time where
significant changes to equipment will force the Regiment
to rapidly adapt. OSS, as the first line logisticians, may
however stand to lose some technical trades to the
CSSB, as ammunition technicians and specialist vehicle
maintainers are centralised at the second line to allow the
CSSB to generate close support to the Brigade.
The new general service 40M and HX77 B-vehicle platforms,
set to commence introduction to service within 7 Brigade as
of February 2017, have seen OSS work to build new TTP`s.
The new platforms offer enhanced protection while offering to
project CSS further with greater economy.
Conclusion
With another challenging year behind the 2nd Combat
Engineer Regiment, the training and exercises undertaken
throughout 2016 will guide the unit into 2017 and place it in a
good position to tackle the shift from reset to readying.
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3rd Combat Engineer Regiment
LTCOL John Daunt
The 3rd Combat Engineer Regiment
adapted well to its role during the
Reset phase of the Force Generation
Cycle, maintaining the high standard
of readiness and capability expected
of the 3rd Brigade while meeting the
support demands of the readying
force elements and Army’s training
units. While much of the focus was
on these support tasks, the Regiment
achieved excellent training outcomes
which enabled an effective transition
to the Readying Phase following
Exercise HAMEL.
A key outcome of this year has
been the introduction of the combat
engineer specialisation concept
which addresses the impacts of
high exercise tempo and increasing
technical complexity of our equipment
on the achievement of directed
training standards. Reinforcing the
adage of ‘brilliant at the basics’ this
concept has allowed us to maintain
at the highest level the intimate
support capabilities required by the
Battlegroups, while taking a more
considered approach to the more
technical and training intensive
aspects of our trade. Tasking
dedicated Troops and Squadrons
to become the Regimental centres
of excellence for CBRND, Domestic
Search, Army Work Dive, APRCC and
Bridging has allowed an enduring and
advanced training focus, unachievable
at higher collective levels in the current
exercise environment.
Initial results have been very positive
with higher and enduring training
standards achieved across these
specialisations, greater ‘ownership’
of capability and innovation at
junior command and sapper
levels, and increased equipment

husbandry standards. The clear
challenges of the concept are
smaller capability elements at the
highest training standard and the
need to rotate both soldiers and
NCOs between specialisations to
ensure the maintenance of basic
skills and knowledge across all
directed tasks. The development of
training packages, cross training in
the basics, and proactive manning
management have addressed
these issues, setting the conditions
to test this concept during the
Readying and Ready phases.
While a key demand on the Regiment
during the early part of the year has
been on supporting Readying and
training unit activities, the Squadrons
have also been committed to
enhancing individual and collective
skills to support Combat Team level
activities throughout the year. In
addition, the arrival of M1A1 in the
Brigade presented new opportunities
for integration and testing countermobility techniques against this
platform by 16 Squadron, who also
conducted excellent mobility training
including CH47 air lift of the MGB
and the use of trial simulation mines
and booby traps in APRCC route
clearance activities.
Much of the focus of 18 Squadron
this year has been the road to
certification of the Amphibious Ready
Group, planned for mid 2017. 18
Squadron has reinforced 2 RAR with
an additional troop and the Squadron
Headquarters for major amphibious
training activities, including the
deployment of elements of the
Regiment in support of RIMPAC 2016.
18 Squadron also led the execution of
the annual Forces Command

Dive Concentration, which provided
excellent training outcomes despite
some late location friction due to
crocodile sightings at some of the
identified Shoalwater Bay dive sites.
For 25 Support Squadron, the year
has presented numerous training
activities and challenges, not least
of which was the planning and
execution of Exercise PUK PUK in
Lae, which running concurrently
with Exercise HAMEL, presented
significant support and coordination
issues. Supported by personnel from
the 6th Engineer Support Regiment,
17 Brigade, and Army Reserve
Engineer Regiments and logistics
units, the Squadron again achieved
outstanding construction, training
and international engagement results.
The Squadron has also continued
with deception programs in support
of counter surveillance initiatives in
the Brigade.
The Regiment continues to be
brilliantly supported by the men
and women of our Operational
Support Squadron, who go above
and beyond in the provision of
logistics support to the Regiment.
This role will be further challenged
in 2017 with the introduction of
the rationalised CSS structures
across Army, which will see further
reductions in our critical combat
service support manning.
In 2016, the Regiment has again
chased diverse training opportunities
for the Sappers. This included the
contribution of a section of Combat
Engineers to an eighteen nation
humanitarian mine action exercise in
India, where they were successful in
winning the culminating competition.
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Australian Army, British
Army and Papua New
Guinea Defence Force
engineers who built the
‘Brother Battalion Bridge’
in Papua New Guinea as
part of Exercise Puk Puk
2016 shortly after the
official opening.

The Regiment’s close involvement
with the North Queensland Sapper
Association also presented
opportunities for the soldiers to
engage in public activities including
the Western Tour, with our Sappers
teaming with the Sappers of old
in conducting school engagement
events through inland Queensland.

In all, 2016 has been a busy
but rewarding year for 3 CER,
demonstrating the versatility and
professionalism of our soldiers across
a range of tasks and exercises.
The high tempo of recent years will
continue unabated in 2017 as the
Regiment completes the road to
TASLISMAN SABRE/HAMEL and

certification as the Ready Brigade.
With known operational commitments
and responsibility for contingency
deployments, particularly the
increasing frequency of humanitarian
assistance and disaster relief
missions, 3 CER stands ready to
accept all challenges as the premier
Regiment of the Corps.
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5th Engineer Regiment
MAJ Mark Willetts
The regiment moved from READY
to RESET at the end of TY15 and
was soon awash with Non Platform
Support Requests. Transit Security
Element (TSE), Rifle Company
Butterworth (RCB), Army Aboriginal
Community Assistance Program
(AACAP) and Ex PUK PUK have
again been well supported by the
unit and these were backed up
by the extended deployment of a
small team to Central West NSW to
provide C2 and mobility for a flood
relief DACC tasking. In January 16
the LRSS was transferred to SME as
part of a bold and cunning plan to
transfer their skills and knowledge to
the ARA. Lastly the Penrith Training
Depot (PTD) has been vacated.
5 CE Sqn was the unit’s last vestige
at the PTD and after a 25 year
association, mostly as part of 5 CER,
it has moved to its new premises at
Defence Establishment Orchard Hills
(DEOH). These facilities are great
for ARes training with office space,
classroom, DRN lab, ‘drill hall’ and
Q-store all within one large building,
plus a CTA within a short walking
distance. The Sqn, and unit, sends
profound thanks to all who have
worked for years to bring this move to

fruition. The departure from the PTD
concludes Defence’s long occupation
at PTD which dated back to WW2
when the area was a road and rail
staging point for logistics moving up
and down the east coast and then
an Engineer stores depot. Despite
the move the Sqn will continue its
robust support of the St Mary’s and
Penrith RSL ANZAC Day events.
Battle Group Waratah (BGW), the
NSW-based reinforcing battlegroup
for 7th Combat Brigade (7 CB), was
the main effort and dominated the
battle rhythm until July 16. Although it
was 8 Bde led, 5 ER led the engineer
element. BGW activities culminated in
Ex DIAMOND STRIKE at Shoalwater
Bay. A highlight for the unit was
working alongside 2 CER throughout
the activity and, specifically, in
the construction of an FSB.
Numerous members of the regiment
deployed on OP RESOLUTE as
part of TSE 79. The deployment
developed new skills for unit members
in use of force, MSD and PPC as well
as a suite of Navy competencies.
Overlapping with TSE 79 was the
2 CER-led RCB rotation where,
aside from the training and the
critical engineering tasks that were
completed including construction of a
car-park and a heavy weapons range.
101 Const Sqn’s tradesmen were also
in high demand on AACAP in Laura,
QLD and on Ex PUK PUK in PNG.
4 and 5 CE Sqn collaborated on
the development and conduct of
CE training across the regiment
with each Sqn taking the lead in
various training activities to upskill and prepare for future tasks
including: Watermanship courses,
tree felling, Harris radio courses,

CBRND training, MGB Training. and
multiple field training exercises
101 Const Sqn provided personnel
to the CE-led training and conducted
a successful collective training
activity; deploying a Composite Const
Tp comprising tradesman, plant
operators and Combat Engineers
into Holsworthy Training Area. Ex
SCORPION LANDING saw the
construction of a 300m x 50m HLZ
for client and user, 6 Avn Regt,
along a ridgeline in the south west
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corner of the training area. Combat

Sqn participants also relished the

Engineers refreshed their chainsaw

opportunity to conduct familiarisation

skills, felling the larger trees to make

training on the Blackhawk and

way for plant operators to clear

gain an aerial view of their work,

vegetation, level and grade the site

including the prominent sandstone

and then harden the landing points.

plinth complete with carving of the

The training exercised the Sqn’s

Sqn’s scorpion logo. All involved

construction management skills and

took satisfaction in completing a live

achieved the project aim, enabling

task with tangible outcomes ahead

6 Avn Regt to practice landing in

of schedule as well as making a

troop formations and as well as

feature clearly visible on Google Earth.

providing a HLZ in another sector

The Sqn will concentrate again in

of the training area. 101 Const

November with a Composite Const
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This image: Members of 101
Construction Squadron, at the
completion of construction of HLZ
within Holsworthy training area.
Bottom left: Areal view of HLZ
during Exercise Scorpion Landing.

Tp delivering a range of vertical works
and training facilities within DEOH.
2016 has been a year of consolidation
for the regiment as it moves through
the RESET year towards READYING
in TY17. The most satisfying aspect of
the year was the constant enthusiasm
the soldiers displayed across all
manner of activities. Well done to all.
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6th Engineer Support Regiment
CAPT Chris McCullough
As the largest Royal Australian
Engineer Regiment, our commitment
over the year has been far flung from
supporting the Middle East to South
East Asia, from Cape York Peninsula
down to Cultana Training Area, the
Baltic seas to the Pacific Ocean and
everything in between. The Regiment
has had a demanding year, supporting
the Combat Brigades, participating
in international engagements
and assisting remote Aboriginal
communities. As an Engineer Support
Regiment, a lot of the work done here
is highly technical and demanding
in nature, whether it is vertical or
horizontal works, explosive ordnance
disposal, or supporting the huge
logistical chain of this beast.
The Army Aboriginal Community
Assistance Programme (AACAP), this
year was conducted in Laura in the
Far North Queensland. It was the 20th
year of the program, which, in its time,
has benefited 43 remote communities
who have had direct benefit through
essential infrastructure construction,
health services and training.

17 Construction Squadron
This year members of 17 Const Sqn
and supporting elements from across
Army deployed to the township of
Laura for five months. AACAP in
Laura delivered four waste water
treatment ponds with 10 hectares
of sprinkler irrigation; a multipurpose
facility for the local Ang-Gnarra
Corporation; a roof for the basketball
court; 850m of footpath along the
main road, making it safer for the
kids walking to and from school; and
a number of tasks of opportunity. At
the completion of AACAP, 17 Const
Sqn will relocate from Holsworthy
to Amberley where the Regiment is
located. This will provide significant
opportunities for enhanced; command
and control, operational efficiency and
implementation of shared services.
These will be the first purpose-built
facilities constructed for 17 Const Sqn
in its 67 year history.
The celebration of the National
Aborigines and Islanders Day
Observance Committee (NAIDOC)
week in July presented a unique
opportunity for the ADF and the
QRL to host an NRL Gala Day
with rugby teams including the
Cooktown Crocodiles, Wujal
Wujal, Hopevale, Laura Quinkans,
and 6 ESR. Wujal Wujal won the
inaugural Reg Saunders Cup,
with LCPL Young receiving the
Army’s Player of the Day award.
The Chief of Army LTGEN Angus
Campbell and RSM-A WO1 Don
Spinks also toured the AACAP
construction sites to see the excellent
work our Sappers have done for the
community. The Camp Birt Open
Day gave the local community an
opportunity to see how the contingent
operated and lived while at Laura.

The Sappers hosted community
engagement activities, with the 1 RAR
band performing throughout the day
for an overall great success.
The Regiment also sent two members
on Ex Balikatan 16 to the island of
Panay in the Philippines. The exercise
focused on interoperability of Coalition
forces, including an amphibious
landing exercise, and humanitarian
civil action where our carpenters had
an opportunity to refurbish a school.
21 Construction Squadron
21 Const Sqn deployed to Cultana
for Ex Joint Land Series in early May
to conduct preliminary construction
engineer works for Ex Hamel 16.
Resource Troop completed the fitout of a pre-existing warehouse to
support a Joint Operations Room
utilised by Exercise Control and the
construction of a wash point suitable
for Brigade size use. Plant Troop
constructed an entry point into the
Western Expansion Area, a UAV
airstrip for 20 STA and support to
Resource Troop. Post Ex PREDATOR
STRIKE, Plant Troop began
construction on several elements of
the Force Maintenance Area including
the hospital pad, ammunition
storage bays and the road network
connecting the different areas. Plant
Troop also conducted extensive
quarry works to produce road
maintenance material for the eastern
sector of Cultana to enable the force
to re-deploy.
20 Explosive Ordinance Disposal
The 20th Explosive Ordnance
Disposal Squadron provides a very
niche capability to the Army, with
members working on technical
and challenging problems. This
includes detection, identification,
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This image: The waster
water treatment ponds
and irrigation site form a
bird’s eye view. The system
consists of four ponds that
treat the sewage before it
is dispersed as grey water
throughout the irrigation site.
Left page: Combat
Engineers from Resources
Troop constructing the
footpath in Laura to make
it safe for the children and
residents in the town.

field evaluation, rendering safe,
recovery and final disposal of
unexploded explosive ordnance.
Over the year, the Squadron has
focused on Foundation War Fighting
in support of the Combat Brigades
while also maintaining support to
operations. The Squadron has also
supported Ex ANZAC EXCHANGE
with NZ, LONG LOOK with the UK,
ARDENT DEFENDER with Canada
and even a civilian secondment
to the Brisbane City Council.
20 EOD also work closely with State
and Commonwealth civil authorities
to provide advice on explosive
ordnance and in the conduct of
interagency training. In July, two
members of 20 EOD Sqn were
attached to elements of 7 Sqn, 2 CER
to provide specialist support with the
deep surface detection equipment
(FEREX). This DACC task was a joint
effort with the Queensland Police
on a target premises assessed to

have buried shipping containers for
a hydroponic cannabis plantation.
The search teams, with 20 EOD SQN
members, located five buried shipping
containers, 52 potted marijuana
plants, an underground drying facility,
weapons and ammunition.
Mid August presented the Squadron
with an opportunity to host the
EOD Mod 2 Course. Within a very
short time frame the Squadron,
with limited resources, was able
to redirect assets to enable the
conduct of this course. EOD is in the
process of an employment category
review which will clarify the service
requirements of technicians and in
turn increase the number of qualified
personnel across the Corps. We
are simultaneously involved in a
curriculum review board for the
entire EO training continuum and
are participating heavily in the
DEOTS remediation program. These
processes and initiatives make for

a very exciting time within the EOD
trade and anyone thinking about a
transfer; now is the time!
Operational Support Squadron
The logistical support provided
by OSS throughout this year has
resulted in a very productive year
for the Regiment. OSS has been
stretched thin but still provided
the much needed support to each
of the Engineer Squadrons on
exercises all over Australia through
task organised operational support.
With the consolidation of OSS at
Amberley and the facilities built the
resources will be better streamlined
to support the Regiment.
The close of this year will see us
farewell the CO LTCOL Amanda
Johnston, the RSM WO1 Shawn
Goodbody and a number of
other key appointments, but the
Regiment is set up for success
for the busy schedule of 2017.
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8th Engineer Regiment
LTCOL Adrian Harding, WO1 Sean McAlinden
2015 was a high tempo year for 8ER. At the final
activity for the year we acknowledged the Champion
Squadron as 14 CE Sqn and we farewelled WO1
Glenn Donaldson as our RSM - we wish him all
the best as RSM of 3CER. His parting gesture was
to award CPL Jared Duncan Watts NCO of the
year for a second time - well done on such a great
achievement. We also congratulated CAPT Josh
Barkley for his performance with the UBIQUE award.

8ER continued the primary mission of providing support to
2CER in the Force Generation Cycle in the Ready year with
5ER. This enhanced our RAE relationships and culminated
in EX Diamond Strike. One of the other great results of this
strong relationship with 2CER was the support provided to
MAJ Silvestre and 24 Spt Sqn at the RCB 114 deployment
where 19 members of 8ER were able to deploy. 2016 saw
a number of group and individual deployments in support
of operations and HADR.

2016 welcomed our new RSM to 8ER - WO1 Sean
McAlinden. His first task and a very sad start to the year,
coordinating the military funeral of our longstanding
LOGWO, WO2 Jamie Elliott. Jamie was well known in RAE
and RAAOC both for his ARA service and his postings
within Reserve units in NSW. Jamie’s Brother - Peter - is
a LCPL in 5ER and Peter’s Son (Jamie’s nephew) Chad
is also a member of 8ER (102 Const Sqn). Our Sapper
community was shaken by his loss. The send off the Corps
gave Jamie was fitting of a man with his service within
RAE units. The CO and RSM of SME were very supportive
in providing men and women from holding troop for the
escort party. Jamie’s colleagues made up the bearer party.
The ceremony was attended by the COMD 8 Bde and
also the Force Engineer along with many fellow Sappers
and Elliott family members. Vale Jamie, we will always
remember you. Our training year for 2016 was dedicated
to Jamie’s memory.

RHQ welcomed in new fulltime members, WO2 Alison
Davis and SGT Shannon Shores into the orderly room, and
CPL Chris Spencer in the Q Store. We farewelled our CPL
Clerk, CPL Gloria Battishall mid-year. Gloria has over 25
years service in the ARA, and ARes, predominantly with
RAE units. She has transitioned onto civilian employment in
the Hunter region and we wish her the very best. Our staff
in RHQ include RAInf, RASigs and RAEME, reflecting an all
corps approach to management of the unit and reflecting
the diverse nature of the Army Reserve.

14 Sqn Sappers breaching an
obstacle belt during Ex TAIPAN
STRIKE at Singleton Range.

RSM Message
The commitment by Army Reserve sappers was again
demonstrated with the excellent support shown to
operations and exercises throughout the training
year. 8 ER has provided sappers for OP RESOLUTE,
individuals for OP OKRA, sections to Rifle Company
Butterworth, and members to support 3 CER on Ex
Puk Puk in PNG. These deployments ask our reserve
soldiers to commit to lengthy periods away from
civilian employment and studies, and importantly,
their families. The standard of soldiering is very high
in the unit and this is reflected in the awarding of the
Soldiers Medallion to CPL Duncan-Watt and SPR John
Mantle. Congratulations to both for their hard work.
The regiment transitioned to the Reset Phase of the
Force Generation Cycle and we have been committed
to individual training this year. The squadrons have been
developing challenging training and each squadron
has conducted excellent training serials. Each of these
activities required significant planning and coordination
of numerous assets from within and external to the
unit. It is a credit to the reserve commanders that
they deliver training weekends which challenge the
soldiers and develop leadership at all levels. Looking
forward to 2017 and the regiment will move into
the Readying Phase, working closely with 5 ER and
supporting 2 CER, as part of the reserve battle group.
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11th Engineer Regiment
MAJ Stuart Brown
It has been another busy year for 11 Engineer
Regiment, the newest regiment within the RAE. After
the start of the year Force Preservation presentations,
the members of the Regiment commenced the
training year with vigour and excitement.
11 Combat Engineer Squadron
11 CE Sqn has continued to maintain a high tempo of
training which has been closely partnered with 9RQR.
As such, it has participated in a number of combined
activities which have been successfully undertaken
within the Gallipoli Barracks, Greenbank and Wide Bay
training areas. These activities have been heavily weighted
towards supporting dismounted infantry minor tactics. The
Squadron was able to deploy a Troop size detachment
in support of STURDEE SQN, the combined 11ER and
13 FD SQN subunit capability that exercised for the first
time at Ex BROLGA RUN in Oct16. This was supported
by Sappers from the Perth based 13 CE Sqn. Overall, the
Squadron has had a productive year and are very much
looking forward to the end of year stand down period,
assertively poised for the return to the training year in 2017.
35 Combat Engineer Squadron
35 CE Sqn has had a busy year that has kept the
personnel actively engaged from February up until now.
From range practices with creative shooting TTPs to white
role search activities, which saw the Squadron move
onto more Combat Engineering orientated activities. This
included teaming up with an EDD team from 3 CER and
putting the Sappers’ search skills to the test at James
Cook University. It was a great opportunity to work
with the dog handlers and the Squadron has reaped
the associated rewards by being aligned closely with
3 CER. 35 Sqn also was actively employed during the
recent 3rd Combat Brigade run Ex BROLGA RUN 16.
104 Construction Squadron
104 CONST Sqn have continued to progress with improving
the facilities within the Ipswich depot, also sparing a hand
to support the local Army Cadet Unit during concentrated
periods of training, additionally providing support to 6 ESR
and the AACAP program. The year has seen the Squadron
deploy elements in support of both 3 and 7 Brigades during
training activities within the Townsville Field Training Area
and Wide Bay Training Area respectively during all phases
including DAMCON. This year also saw CPL Glendon

Burns deployed on OP Resolute as part of the TSE 78 in
the northern Australia region and LT Richard Bell deployed
with 3 CER on Ex Puk Puk in Papua New Guinea. The
Squadron has experienced some good opportunities to
recruit new members from both personnel leaving the
ARA in the extensive Brisbane catchment area and new
enlistments with critical trade backgrounds. PLT Tp is still
located in the MUD at Greenbank, whilst, the CONST Tp
and RES Tp is located in the historical Ipswich Training
Depot (a few minutes down the road from 6 ESR).
11 CIMIC TST
11 CIMIC TST have continued their high tempo training
program and have been provided with a number of
opportunities to deploy in support of HQ 3 Brigade, including
numerous command post exercises, and in support of
HQ 2 Division directed tasks, including providing instructor
support to the annual CIMIC Planning and Operations
Course. The expertise held within this detachment is a
product of the vast mixed experience levels and knowledge
the individual members have acquired over a long career
span. New members being posted in will help provide
additional experience in the Operational level planning arena
which will further reinforce 11 CIMIC TST as they stand
ready for the challenges of the approaching Ready year.
In all the Regiment is in a positive position to embark on
the end of year leave and reduced tempo period, ever
vigilant for the next fight, focussed and well positioned
to deploy in support of 3 CER for Ex HAMEL in 2017.
Members of 11ER prepare a defensive
position on Ex BROLGA RUN.
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19th Chief Engineer Works
WO1 Ian Hancock
The role of the 19th Chief Engineer Works (19 CE Works)
is to provide infrastructure engineering support to the
deployed Joint Task Force and the capability is a theatre
level asset that realises additional strategic benefits through
its raise, train and sustain activities.
With operational commitments at a steady but manageable
rate, the unit has continued to deliver effects across the
Middle Eastern Region, Area of Operations (MER AO)
through the provision of Senior Project Engineer’s and
Project Management Teams.

Below: 17 Aug 2016 MEO – Project Small Arms Firing and
Training Range (ANAOA - Under Construction with local
Civilian Contractor).

Though the ever increasing demand for the unit’s
capabilities never diminishes, throughout 2016, 19 CE
Works has continued to plan, design and deliver capital
facilities and infrastructure support throughout the Middle
Eastern Region, within Regional and Metropolitan Australia
and our region’s neighbouring island countries.

Force Protection Engineering

Operations.

and the civilian sector attended, with presentations and

The Engineer Support Element (ESE) delivered a range
of infrastructure and facilities, such as physical security
works, expansion of ammunition storage facilities, live-fire
training ranges in two locations, airfield apron repairs and
maintenance, construction of a new vehicle workshop
facility, new working accommodation, and ablution facilities
maintenance and upgrades—all in the support to OP
ACCORDIAN, OP OKRA and OP HIGHROAD.
MAJ David Walker and MAJ Angus Johnson deployed on
alternate rotations as Senior Project Engineers / OC ESE,
whilst CAPT Andrew Hansell, CAPT Daniel Palmer and
CAPT Donald Robertson deployed as Project Engineers
(PE). WO2 Daniel Thorne and WO2 Gregor Buckley
deployed as Works Supervisors.

This year’s Australian FPE Seminar was hosted by 19 CE
Works at Randwick Barracks during the period 29–30
September. Over 100 personnel from across Defence
discussions delivered by subject matter experts from
agencies including AFP, ASIO, DSTG, DFAT, Queensland
Police, Capital Facilities and Infrastructure, and industry.
International delegates from the Defence Academy of
the United Kingdom and the Swedish Armed Forces also
contributed with presentations on the modern challenges
to perimeter security and the protection of civil buildings.
The FPE Seminar is an annual event hosted by 19 CE
Works. Personnel interested in participating and or
presenting at the seminar in 2017 should contact MAJ
Timothy Napper.

Responsibility for all MER AO infrastructure
development rests with the ESE and is delivered by
four, two-person Project Management Teams (PMT),
with an equal Army / RAAF manning liability, located in
Iraq, Afghanistan, and the UAE. The ESE also provides
Base Airfield Engineer responsibilities through one of
the PMT AFENG Officers.
Additionally, the ESE delivers a large portion
of maintenance and Work Health and Safety
electrical repair in Australian occupied facilities
primarily within the UAE and Iraq by the Engineer
Construction Team, provided by 6 ESR.

Above 27 Sep 2016 Randwick Barracks – New fabric,
stand alone blast and weapons effects wall and revetment
system (Defence Cell).
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AACAP 2016

AACAP 2017

AACAP 2016 has been a tremendous success and a
fantastic outcome for the small town of Laura in Far
North Queensland. The deep gratitude of the Aboriginal
community was clearly evident during the opening
ceremony held on site at the end of September. Three
pieces of infrastructure in particular will be truly life
changing for the locals.

The Northern New South Wales (NSW) community of
Toomelah will be the setting for the next AACAP in 2017.
Toomelah is located approximately 16 km South East of
Boggabilla and is the first AACAP to be undertaken in
NSW, resulting in some new challenges for the project
team of MAJ Daniel Dunkley, CAPT Michael Lynch, WO1
Stephen Smith and SGT Stephen Davis.

A new Wastewater Treatment System (including an
irrigation farm) will put an end to the overflowing of
household septics that have been regularly filling
backyards with raw sewage. The multi-purpose facility
(MPF) provides an outstanding learning environment,
and the massive ten meter high roof over the town’s

The proposed scope of works for the project include a
waste management upgrade, community roads upgrade,
community hall and church refurbishment and flood
mitigation measures, including health and training initiatives
for the community. The project will be delivered employing
a combination of civilian contractors and the 21st
Construction Squadron.

22 Sep 2016 Laura Far North Queensland – Project 199
Army Aboriginal Community Assistance Program 2016
(Community Centre).

Tank Integration Interim Facilities Project.
The Tank Integration Interim Facilities project will deliver
timely interim facilities to enable the incorporation of tank
squadrons into the Armoured Cavalry Regiments (ACR) at
1 Bde (Adelaide) and 3 Bde (Townsville).
Whilst the facilities are an interim measure, they have a
design life of 50 years and will facilitate adaptive reuse
by future units once the long term ACR facilities are
delivered. The scope of works includes a new squadron
headquarters building and an armoury for each location, as
well as upgrades to existing vehicle shelter buildings and
storage facilities.
The project team of MAJ Timothy Napper, CAPT Donald
Robertson, WO1 Richard Jones and WO2 Andrew

basketball court provides an all weather shelter and
playground for the community children. The town also
received a new 700 metre long concrete footpath and a
picnic area complete with a large shelter, rainwater tank,
tables, bench seating and fire pit.
The success of this project is largely attributable to the
outstanding work of the Project Management Team (PMT),
which has been judiciously steering the project since early
2015. The project team consists of MAJ David Walker,
CAPT Braden Theisinger, WO1 Peter Gardiner, WO2 Nicola
Fierinck and SGT Alan Mock.
The construction phase was completed by the 17th
Construction Squadron and a number of civilian
contractors, the most significant being BMD International
Pty Ltd. Both 17th Construction Squadron and BMD Pty
Ltd should also be congratulated on a job very well done.

16 Mar 2016 Edinburgh Defence Precinct (Adelaide)
– Project 202 Tank Integration Interim Facilities
(Concept Building).
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Carpenter confirmed the $7.65 million project is on track to
be completed by the end of September 2017.
Helicopter Insertion Extraction Training Towers.
The Helicopter Insertion Extraction Training (HIET) Facilities
project will deliver facilities to support Army’s airborne roping
and rappelling capability at each Combat Bde location.
The four towers, located in Brisbane, Townsville, Darwin
and Adelaide, will directly support the development of
Army’s amphibious capability. Fully designed in house and
project managed by 19 CE Works, these towers offer more
capability at a reduced cost than comparable facilities
elsewhere. The project team of MAJ Angus Johnson,
CAPT Thomas Bleeck, WO1 Richard Jones and WO2 Brett
McGill estimate that the towers will be complete during
December 2016.
21 Apr 2016 Goldie River Training Depot (Papua New
Guinea) – Project 200 Halivim Poroman Phase 5 (Typical
Type 3 Married Quarter – requires upgrade to wet areas,
plumbing system, electrical and kitchen).

River Training Depot, International Policy Division approved
Halivim Poroman Phase Six to improve the living conditions
of single live-in Soldiers.
Halivim Poroman Phase Six.
This project sees the PNG project team managing a
design and construct contract for the delivery of a multilevel 100 person single live-in accommodation block in
Moem Barracks, Wewak. The 12 month construction
period, due to begin in mid-2017, will see 19 CE Works
continue its involvement in Papua New Guinea for the
foreseeable future.
Exercise Trail Walker 2016.
The unit entered three teams (Ubique, Holdfast and
Popondetta in honour of the Corps and unit heritage),
all completed the activity in under 23 hours and
placed as the top three teams in the Government
and Community category, beating other Army and
emergency services teams.
Conclusion.
This busy and rewarding year marks the final year as
Commanding Officer and Chief Engineer for LTCOL
Matthew Quinn after two productive years in command. All
unit personnel from the project teams, technical support,
and headquarters and support staff should feel justifiably
proud of what the unit has achieved.
With this year almost behind the us, there is no doubt
that next year along with a change of staff at all levels, will
present itself with similar challenges and demands on unit
capabilities that we can all look forward to.
19 Aug 2016 Jerusalem Bay, Ku-Ring-Gai Chase
National Park NSW (Team UBIQUE ascending an
easier section of the trail).

Halivim Poroman Phase Five.
The project team of MAJ Daniel Dunkley, CAPT Christopher
Zdjelar, WO1 Stephen Smith, WO1 Gary Lewis, WO2
Gregor Buckley and CPL Mark Chapman played a key
role in improving the morale and living conditions of the
Papua New Guinea Defence Force (PNGDF) under Project
Halivim Poroman (Helping Friends) as part of the Defence
Cooperation Program (DCP).
After completing works over the past five years to upgrade
married quarter accommodation throughout the country in
the majority of PNGDF bases, the future of 19 CE Works
involvement with the PNGDF looks positive. As the final
phase of the works was reaching completion at Goldie
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22nd Engineer Regiment
LTCOL Michelle McCormack
2016 provided the 22nd Engineer Regiment (22 ER) with
the opportunity to test the strength and culture of the unit
during formal exercises and against Combat Engineer and
Construction Mission Essential Tasks (METs). This resulted
in the successful completion of 22 ER’s ‘Road to Hamel’
and opportunities to strengthen our Combat Engineering
and Construction capability in preparation for and through
the READY year.
The unit commenced the year in the READYING cycle
and transitioned to READY on 1 July, with its main effort
being the provision of Reserve Combat and Construction
Engineer capability to 1CER and the Reinforcing Battle
Group, BG JACKA, from 4 and 9 Brigades. The higher
level of commitment made by Army’s part-time soldiers
was both inspiring and significant, with attendance required
at multiple training weekends, extended training weekends
and block training periods all prior to Ex HAMEL in July.
Exercise Platypus Demolishes was conducted in May.
The exercise focused on the development and application
of practical demolition skills in a tactical environment,
building on the previous years training for the JACKA
Engineer SQN in its lead up to Ex HAMEL. The scenario
focused on an ENGR SQN conducting a hasty tactical
breach of obstacles and quick denial of routes using
explosives. Additionally, the SQN refreshed its CBRND
skills conducting a Mask Testing Facility (MTF) practice with
CS gas and a rehearsal of population protection and crowd
control techniques with CS bursting grenades.
During Ex HAMEL, the Sappers of 22 ER and 3 Field
Squadron, 10/27 Royal South Australian Regiment (3
Fd Sqn) generated the fourth SQN (E4) for 1CER. 22
ER comprised the SHQ, a CE Troop and Composite
Construction / Support Troop of the JACKA Engineer SQN
and 3 Fd Sqn provided the other CE Troop and rounded
out the Support Troop. It was the habitual relationships
established by training with 1CER and BG JACKA during the
RESET and READYING years which allowed E4 to facilitate
a relatively seamless integration at EX HAMEL. Once
deployed, the JACKA Engineer SQN was allocated under
operational command to CO 1CER, with command and
control at times divested to CO BG JACKA under operational
control or tactical control, dependent on the circumstances.
Following Ex HAMEL, the Regiment conducted a number
of activities at Puckapunyal in order to train in expedient

Force Protection and Route and Area Search, as well as a
block period to train in the unit’s construction METs.
In November, the 2016 annual Sir Clive Steele Lecture was
held with presentations by LTCOL Don Hughes (Retd) and
WO1 Anthony Luchterhand, RSM 22ER. Don Hughes was
invited to present RAE military history – ‘Peacekeeping and
Humanitarian Support to Operations for the United Nations
– ONUMOZ / OP CORACLE – United Nations Accelerated
Demining Program (UNADP) Mozambique 1994 – 2002’,
whilst WO1 Anthony Luchterhand was invited to discuss
‘OP SLIPPER and how SOER provides leading-edge
mobility, survivability and specialist counter-CBRNE
(chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear or explosive)
capabilities in support of Special Operations’. Both
presentations were highly informative and interesting and
again provided an invaluable opportunity for professional
development and esprit de corp.
To round out the calendar year, the final training period
focussed on DACC preparation for the upcoming standdown and fire season. In addition, the unit also ran a
Military Risk Management course, Soldier’s Dinner and a
very successful family day at Oakleigh Barracks. I would
like to use this opportunity to acknowledge the hard work
and commitment of the Officers and Soldiers of 22ER,
the strong majority being Reservists who train hard to be
competent professional soldiers – fitting it in between their
civilian employments and family commitments. I would also
like to especially thank the partners and families of those
who serve – without their support, 22ER would not be able
to provide the capability that we do.
Members of 22 ER conductiong an obstacle breach.
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1st Topographic Survey Squadron
LT Xavier Ricketts
2016 commenced with the
Squadron revising IMT as well as
individual and collective technical
certification training. In particular,
the testing and certification of a
Geospatial Troop Contingency Force
Element encompassing Geospatial
Technicians, Imagery Analysts and
Data Managers was a significant
milestone in the certification cycle.
Mid way through this training the
Squadron was called on to provide a
short notice Detachment of Geospatial
Technicians and Imagery Analysts in
support of Operation Fiji Assist. The
Detachment deployed aboard HMAS
Canberra on her inaugural operation
and helped to provide situational
awareness of the operation through
the provision of navigation products,
disaster relief modelling and mapping
the status of infrastructure within Fiji.
This deployment provided an excellent
opportunity for Geospatial Technicians
to work with the Australian Amphibious
Force. Additional Geospatial and
Imagery Support was provided to the
Rotary Wing Elements of the operation,
allowing them to reconnoitre outlying
islands from an informed viewpoint.
The next major event of the year for
the Squadron was the integration with
elements of the Deployable Joint Force
Headquarters (DJFHQ) as part of their
Vital Series of exercises. A simulated
field environment and a fictitious
scenario provided the basis for the
exercise, with the Squadron’s readying
elements supporting the J2 branch
of DJFHQ. Of note, the emphasis on
a digital headquarters reduced the
reliance upon traditional hard copy
mapping support, with products
being available for all members of
the headquarters through a digitally

linked system. The lessons learnt on
Exercises Vital Launch and Prospect
helped set the stage for the Squadron’s
support to Exercise Hamel 16.
Geospatial support from the Squadron
for Exercise Hamel was decentralised
in nature due to the large amount
of units and headquarters that
requested support. This support
ranged from Detachments in the
field with headquarters and aviation
elements to reachback support, again
through DJFHQ. The extensive and
varied nature of support given during
Exercise Hamel is a reflection on the
hard work and training of Geospatial
Technicians and Imagery Analysts
that supported this exercise.
The Squadron Imagery Capture and
Collection (ICE) Section have continued
to provide high resolution imagery of
ADF training areas as well as other
domestic targets. This imagery has
been utilised to ensure that the currency
of geospatial support to ADF units
is timely and of an excellent quality.
Dissemination of the imagery has
been significantly enhanced this year
through the use of the ‘Geoviewer’
available on the DRN GeoPortal.
The Squadron has continued to
integrate with other elements of
the 1st Intelligence Battalion, most
notably with the All Source Cell
(ASC) from 3 Company. Embedding
Geospatial Technicians and Imagery
Analysts within the ASC has enabled
access to data sources, as well
as providing another medium of
displaying Intelligence products.
Federated geospatial support to
Defence is one of the key issues being
addressed through the First Principles
Review with the recommendation for a

closer relationship between disparate
single service geospatial elements and
the Australian Geospatial Intelligence
Organisation (AGO). To this end, the
co location of an AGO Geospatial
Intelligence Support Team (GIST) with
the Squadron is planned to occur from
early next year. The Squadron has
contributed to this closer relationship
by providing an embed analyst for
six months with plans to extend this
support from early 2017. This will
mature the technical relationship
between the two organisations, with
areas of focus ranging from data sharing
and product standards to leveraging of
each others unique technical abilities.
The availability and deployability of
ICT workstations continues to be a
source of frustration from the Squadron.
The delay of the future Deployable
Geospatial Support System (DGSS)
means the Squadron will be forced
to continue to rely on disconnected
systems until its introduction. Despite
this, members of the Squadron
have worked with what is available
to them and will continue to provide
the highest possible quality of
geospatial intelligence support.
2016 has provided ample opportunities
for the Squadron to test its Technicians
and Analysts both on exercise and
operations. Maturing relationships
with like organisations and an
increased understanding of the role of
Geospatial Technicians within wider
Army has been a key focus for this
year, with successes being achieved
on both fronts. The Squadron is
looking forward to providing support
to other exercises for the remainder
of the year as well as broadening
the areas in which it can provide
support to Army and the wider ADF.
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Members of 3 Field Squadron
conduct man‑over‑board drills on the
River Murray.

with 1 CER worked very well and
provided an excellent demonstration
of how the Reserve reinforcing
elements can support the ARA.
The conclusion of EX HAMEL did
not see any reduction in tempo
however, with the Sqn participating
in further combined arms activity,
EX JACKA READY in October. A
demolitions training activity was
also conducted, allowing Sqn
members to practice a variety of
charges and techniques, including
several serials on urban breaching.

3rd Field Squadron
MAJ Sam Benveniste

2016 has again been a very busy year
for 3 Fd Sqn, conducting a range
of unit and combined activities, and
marking the culmination of our ‘Road
to HAMEL’.
Our first major activity for the year
took the Sqn to the Riverland,
where based out of 10/27 RSAR’s
Berri depot the Sqn conducted
watermanship training on the Murray.
After conducting revision in standard
drills and procedures, members
took part in search and rescue and
simulated medical retrieval activities
under the guise of a DACC scenario in
which there had been major flooding
to the area. Officers and SNCOs also
conducted infrastructure assessment
and recon and planning for potential
alternate gap crossings.
In March the Sqn participated in the
penultimate activity of the readying
cycle – EX PREDATORS GALLOP.
During this activity the combined
3 Fd/22 ER Sqn supported 1 CER
in the construction of a defensive
position at Cultana including the

preparation of a dummy mine field,
wire obstacles, weapon pits and
anti-tank ditching. Despite significant
time constraints the works were
able to be completed within the
required timeframes, allowing 5
RAR to use the position for a battle
run practice shortly afterwards.
After a further search training activity
at RAAF Edinburgh in May, the Sqn
was ready to embark on EX HAMEL,
with a CE troop and plant elements
again joining 22 ER in support of 1
CER. 2 weeks prior to embarking on
the Exercise itself the Sqn hosted
9 Fd Sqn at Warradale Barracks,
allowing a further opportunity for the
ARA and reserve members to interact
and prepare for the activity. Members
of the Sqn attending HAMEL itself
quickly rose to the challenges
presented, with tasks undertaken
including construction of the Bde main
position including an air raid shelter
and VCP, route clearance and search
with support of US Marine Corps
search advisors and construction of a
medium girder bridge. The integration

Mobility Support Troop has also
remained busy this year. Plant
support was provided to Ex
PREDATORS GALLOP and HAMEL,
in conjunction with ongoing plant
works at the Proof & Experimental
Establishment – Port Wakefield. We
have also been able to maintain
the currency of the Army Working
Divers within the Sqn by conducting
training with Navy Dive Team 9.
Several members of the Sqn deserve
particular mention this year – CPL Marc
Easton was recognised as one of a
handful of outstanding reservist JNCOs
in 2 Div selected for the Tasman
Scheme, allowing him to travel to New
Zealand for a 2 week secondment
with the NZDF. LCPL Tim Harral was
awarded Champion Shot at the Central
Region marksmanship competition
(the Simpson Trophy). Finally SPR Sue
Thompson, a stalwart of 3 Fd Sqn,
was awarded her Federation Star for
achieving 40 years of service.
Overall 3 Fd Sqn remains strong
and healthy and after our successful
participation in EX HAMEL this year
stands ready and eager to support
future challenges.
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13th Field Squadron
LT Paul Sanders
The squadron moved from reset to
readying during training year 2016,
with the main effort focusing on plan
Beersheba and the need to provide a
reinforcing battlegroup to 3 BDE. 11
ER led the ARES engineering effort,
and 13 FD Sqn provided a CE TP
and plant operators who fell directly
under the control of 3CER for the first
time. A visit from the CO of 3CER
in March helped shape and tailor
the year’s training to meet the MTLs
required for Ex BROLGA’s RUN and
HAMEL 17.
13FD SQN was able to deliver
genuine capability to the battlespace
on Ex BROLGAS RUN. Counter
mobility and survivability support
in the rear echelon Brigade
Maintenance Area was provided in
the form of stage 3 pit construction
with OHP and defensive obstacle
construction. Mobility and survivability
support was also provided in the
form of battlefield clearance and the
demolition of UXOs (155mm) at the
FLOT IOT facilitate the safe passage
of the Brigade Clearance Team. The
lessons learned and networks built
on Ex BROLGA’s RUN will help shape
the training and C2 requirements IOT
ensure the Sqn excels on HAMEL 17.
Throughout 2016, the SQN has
contributed to many Non Platform
Support Requests including Rifle
Company Butterworth (RCB
112), Army Aboriginal Community
Assistance Program (AACAP),
instructors for SME courses,
Accelerated Training Cell (ATC)
NCOs and continuing support
to the SASR. The skills and
knowledge gained during these
activities are brought back to the
squadron for the benefit of all.

In 2016, the ATC produced its first
sappers for the squadron, the six
months of full time training produces
rank and trade qualified soldiers ready
to step straight into unit activities.
The continuous training model is
producing keen and dedicated
sappers and providing time for
additional training such as Harris radio
and drivers’ codes.
The Sqn provided a C2 element and
Sappers for the RCB 112 rotation led
by 9RQR. Members participated in
IMTs, jungle survival training, urban
ops in Singapore’s MUTF, live fire
range practices up to PL level and
Harris ICC training. Participants
returned to the Sqn with valuable
qualifications, resilience and an
understanding of what it takes to step
up to a challenging environment for a
prolonged period.
13 FD SQN designed the CE
training for the year to align
with the MTLs identified by CO
3CER to include the following:
The SQN conducting IMT training at
Northam. Then the training focussed
on area search, occupied building
search and mine warfare. The use
of the Afghan village in the Bindoon
Military Training Area provided realistic
and positive training outcomes for the
Squadron. A visit from COs 3CER and
11 ER emphasized the importance of
our contribution to plan Beersheba.
Ex BROODSEINDE targeted
vital asset protection, stage 3 pit
construction, Basic Field Engineering
(BFE) construction tasks with Gin and
Sheer Legs and individual BFE skills.
Ex YPRES saw the Squadron
participate in infantry-led IMT

training with live fire activities
up to section level.
Ex TOBRUK focused on force
protection measures and minefield
reconnaissance. The construction of
four Sangars made of brick, concrete,
timber and sandbags (affectionately
known as the four little pigs)
Ex NADZAB served the dual
purpose of exercising the C2
element in controlling sections on
up to 3 simultaneous tasks and
challenging section commanders with
independent detached taskings.
C2 elements gained exposure to
the BMS with basic and advanced
courses conducted as well as
participation in the Battle Command
Training activities to gain a greater
understanding of the use of BMS in
the battlegroup.
A W1 Watermanship course is
scheduled for November with basic
and advanced boating drills as well as
water point reconnaissance.
The Ryan Club continues to be the
beating heart of the squadron. The
importance of the esprit de corps and
mateship generated by a successful
social club cannot be overstated. The
25th of October marks one year since
the passing of WO1 Mick Ryan OAM.
His contributions to the SQN and the
corps will not soon be forgotten.
2016 has been a productive year
for the SQN with a sharp focus on
preparing the skills and qualifications
necessary to contribute to plan
Beersheba and excel on Ex HAMEL
17. The hard work and esprit de corps
of the Squadron and the dedication of
SHQ has positioned us for success.
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Littoral and Riverene Survey Squadron
CAPT Tony Purton
On 18 January 2016 command of the
Littoral and Riverine Survey Squadron
(LRSS) was transferred from the 5th
Engineer Regiment to the School
of Military Engineering (SME). This
new home provides opportunities
for the ongoing development of this
specialist engineering capability and
will create excellent opportunities
for capability integration across
Army and the wider ADF. The
personnel serving within LRSS are
a combination of ARes and ARA
members who bring an array of both
military and civilian skills to the role.
CO SME, LTCOL Markus Ludwig,
said at a simple transfer of command
parade on 9 February that “the
transfer of command to SME has
allowed Army to institutionalise Littoral
and Riverine Geospatial Information
(LRGI) knowledge and capability
and incorporate within a sustainable
geospatial and survey training
R8 set-up over ONS19 with
CAPT Nusco eximaning the
tide gauge and the survey
vessel in the background.

continuum. Additionally there will be
a requirement to undertake further
analysis of the potential employment
of this capability within ADF’s
developing amphibious capability.
OC LRSS MAJ Gregory Spencer,
said that “the bulk of LRSS members
have a long association with the SME
and have been warmly welcomed
into this prestigious organisation”. He
also stated that “working with other
engineering discipline specialists
will generate closer collaboration
and create superior opportunities
for capability integration”.
Transferring of command is not a new
occurrence for LRSS. From its roots in
45 Port Maintenance Squadron from
1955 - 1961, the Unit was reorganised
and became part of 5, 6, 7 and 8 Port
Construction and Repair Teams. In
1963, the teams moved to Chowder
Bay and became part of 11 Port
Regiment, later 1 Terminal Group. Later
it became 1 Port Construction and
Repair Group (1 PC & R Gp) with the

Port Construction teams was formed
in 1971. In September 1994 a decision
by Land Headquarters saw 1 PC &
R Gp disbanded. LRSS was moved
to the 21st Construction Regiment
in 2007 to provide a hydrographic
survey capability for Army. With the
dis-establishment of 21st Construction
Regiment in 2013, LRSS was moved to
5ER, then to its current home at SME.
With a change of command; tasking
has started to flow to LRSS. Survey
tasks in February at Camp Sapper to
identify submerged objects acted as
a good shake-out Ex in preparation
for deploying the Fly Away Survey
Kit (FASK). In May LRSS deployed
four pers to conduct a survey at the
Naval Communication Station Harold
E Holt (NCSHEH) at Point Murrat,
Exmouth, WA. AHQ requested that
Army provide a Ports Australia Class
A Survey, of the Berthing Box at
the Wharf. LRSS was tasked with
the completion of this survey and
deployed the FASK; along with a
rented vessel and rented MBES sonar.
In July the Squadron also deployed to
HMAS Cerberus to conduct a survey
and practice collective training. AHQ
tasked LRSS to conduct a Survey
to IHO ORDER 1B. This information
will be utilised by the Australian
Hydrographic office (AHO). The
completed Survey Report on the Wharf
and Surrounds along with detailed
survey’s of the approaches and other
relevant surrounding locations were
submitted to AHO to be added to
their Naval Chart information. This
information was also submitted to HQ
6 BDE (FEB) to inform the drafting of
the ACND 136 Amphibious GEOINT.
The approaches to Cerberus were
last surveyed in 1990; prior to that
in the early 1970’s and 1953.
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Special Operations Engineer Regiment
CAPT M, CAPT L, RSM
2016 has been a typically busy year
within the Special Operations Engineer
Regiment, and a key milestone in the
Regiments evolution and maturation in
the provision of Mobility, Survivability,
and specialist technical Counter–
Chemical, Biological, Radiological,
Nuclear and Explosive (C-CBRNe)
support to Special Operations
Command (SOCOMD). Following
the inception of the Joint Incident
Response Unit prior to the Sydney
2000 Olympic Games, the Regiment
has evolved significantly, including the
reformation as the Incident Response
Regiment (IRR) in 2002, support to

the Special Operations Task Group
in Afghanistan from 2005-2013, and
renaming to the Special Operations
Engineer Regiment (SOER) in 2012.
While admittedly not as significant
as some of these events, 2016
marks another key milestone in the
Regiments evolution, as we are set
to commence a significant capability
enhancement project in 2017. This
will see the introduction of numerous
items of specialist and technical
equipment, delivery of enhanced
training and education, and drive
capability development in our support
to the SOCOMD mission past 2025.

It is this milestone that provides a
convenient opportunity to share our
experiences with the Corps, and
to provide an insight into life at the
Regiment. Through sharing these
experiences, we hope to give an
understanding of what service in
SOER and SOCOMD is like, and to
encourage Sappers to attend the
screening for service with SOER.
Each of the sub-units have provided
a short summary of their activities for
the year (within OPSEC limitations),
to give an insight into the tempo and
type of training typically conducted
across the year at SOER. This should
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Left: Placement of a remote
disruption tool as part of EOD
component training
Right: SOER personnel fast-rope
onto a threat vessel (simulated by
a US Coast Guard ship) as part
of Ship at Anchor activity while
working with US forces in Guam

highlight the skills and attributes of our
people, the critical role SOER plays in
SOCOMD and the ADF’s C-CBRNe
capability, and hopefully encourage
some to take up the challenge for
service within SOCOMD.
Alpha Squadron
Alpha Squadron finished off a busy
2015 with a three week exercise
deployment to Guam inserting by
C130 from Richmond, NSW to
parachute directly into Agat Bay to
conduct a number of training serials
with a variety of US agencies and
their supporting assets. The exercise
provided an excellent culminating
activity for the Squadron including the
ability to demonstrate the progress
made through the year, and conduct
C-CBRNe and Airborne Engineering
tasks within an expeditionary context.
Arriving back to work in 2016 the high
tempo was maintained. Throughout
the year the Squadron has continued
to provide support to current
operations as well as supporting
SOCOMD elements on the east
and west coast. The Squadron has
demonstrated the ability to support
multiple Commando Company Group
exercises utilising a variety of insertion
methods including amphibious,
parachute, motorised and tactical air
land operations (TALO). Once on the
ground the Sappers of the Squadron
have consistently demonstrated
their expertise in providing mobility
and survivability support to their
designated force elements (FE). The

exercises have also provided valuable
experience in operating alongside
SOCOMD Joint enablers from the
other services, which has been
particularly beneficial as we rely on
them to deliver the personnel and
equipment at the right place and the
right time, and hopefully in one piece!
Members of the Squadron also
had the opportunity to conduct
combined training with our Canadian
counterparts from the Canadian Joint

Incident Response Unit (CJIRU) during
a combined exercise in Sydney. This
cooperation and collaboration will
undoubtedly be continued in the
future on further iterations of the
exercise. Following this, the Squadron
quickly re-orientated to prepare for a
deployment to Cultana and support
the SOTG element during Exercise
Hamel 16. This exercise provided
an opportunity to train alongside US
Marine Corps Special Operations
teams and facilitated a greater
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SOER CBRN Medical retrieval
pair treating a casualty prior
to processing through the
decontamination station

understanding of opportunities to
integrate with international partners.
Throughout this period, the Squadron
also provided support to the SOER
Reinforcement Course, which after
eight months of intensive training
earned their hat badges in August,
and commenced integrating
into the threshold troops. These
newest members of the Squadron
immediately demonstrated their
skills and knowledge during an
internal validation exercise, being
certified ready to support SOCOMD
contingency forces. The teams
are now well postured to build
on their knowledge even further
and gain valuable experience
in operating alongside other
units within the Command.

As we approach the end of 2016 the
Squadron is looking forward to a busy
2017, with a number of international
engagement exercises, continued
support to current operations and
support to all SOCOMD units. The
focus for the Squadron will continue
to be on enhancing our specialist
technical C-CBRNe skills and
ensuring our capabilities remain
relevant to counter current and
emerging threats, both regionally and
globally. A continued focus will be
maintained on the Airborne Engineer
activities particularly during the lead
up to Exercise Talisman Sabre 17.
Bravo Squadron
2016 has been another extremely
busy year for Bravo Squadron, which
has seen the Squadron go from

strength to strength and complete a
number of challenging exercises and
engagements with numerous ADF and
international military units, as well as
some key State and Federal agencies.
The Squadron’s initial focus was on
basic individual Combat Engineer
and Special Operations Engineer
(SO Engineer) skills, ensuring each
member was able to deliver basic
Mobility, Survivability and C-CBRNe
support while shooting, moving and
communicating with their designated
supported FE. This included:
small arms and demolitions range
practices; parachute, airborne
roping and amphibious insertion
training; and basic CBRNe search,
survey and SIBCRA (sampling and
identification of biological, chemical,
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SOER screening
This information is to alleviate any confusion in
regards to what is required of personnel when
considering applying for a posting to SOER.

revised form there will be a SFSS box to be ticked, and
this is to be submitted instead of the PE166-2. This is
yet to go live and you will be informed when it does).

Special Forces Training Centre (SFTC) is the facilitator
of the SF Support Staff diagnostic assessments
(SFSS DA) and is normally run in conjunction with the
SASR and CDO Special Forces Entrance Test (SFET).
These are run annually, ICW SOER staff, at all the
major Brigade and capital city locations.

Once your PE166 has been supported by your CoC
and submitted to DSCM-A, you are to attend a SFSS
DA. The SFSS DA physical benchmark standards are:

SOER is looking for new soldiers and officers that
are physically fit, have mental robustness and have
the ability to rapidly learn and acquire new skills to
fill varying rolls from SPR – SGT. If you are selected
to serve in SOER you will be part of a modern,
professional unit within SOCOMD. This comes with
expectations on the individual to continually perform
and accept a level of responsibility and autonomy at
a higher level than what they may have previously
experienced...
The process to be selected for service in SOER starts
with updating your EPAR to reflect your intentions,
inform your CoC and Career Advisor and submit
a PE166-2 application for reposting (of note, this
process is looking to be updated by using the AD
343 Application for Special Forces Selection. On the

and radiological agents). With some
elements conducting this training
in areas such as Jervis Bay, and
incorporating sleep deprivation
and fatigue resilience activities, this
set the foundation for progression
into advanced skills and training
niche capabilities later in the year.
Elements within the Squadron
deployed to Exercise Hamel 16 in
Cultana along with Alpha Squadron
as part of the SOTG force package.
This included some bespoke CBRNe
reconnaissance and exploitation
capabilities to round out the SOER
contingent from Alpha Squadron.
As experienced by the Alpha

• Cadence pushups – 40 minimum
• Cadence Heaves – 7 minimum
• 3.2km run in 8kg patrol order with boots and
rifle – under 16 minutes
• Speed march 45/90 min (pending loc) in 28kg
Marching Order and rifle – max distance
• 2 min tread water followed by 400m swim in
DPCU and runners – under 16 minutes
On the day of the SFSS DA prior to the physical
element you will be given a lesson on a piece of
SOER equipment in which you will be tested on
during the physical element of the SFSS DA. You
will also be given a general knowledge test. Once
the SFSS DA is complete you will sit a face to face
interview with a member of SOER or SFTC to assess
your motivation for service within SOCOMD.
Are you up for the challenge?

Squadron team, this provided an
excellent opportunity to exercise
and evaluate specific capabilities
in a developed (and therefore
well resourced), combined-joint
foundation warfighting environment.
Internal to SOCOMD, the Squadron
was spread very thin in supporting
a high tempo of domestic response
activities in conjunction with a
myriad of international engagement
exercises, including activities with our
Japanese, Indonesian, Malaysian,
and Singaporean SOF counterparts.
It is testament to the hard work and
professionalism of each member of
the Squadron, as this tempo has

had no impediment to the continual
pursuit of individual mastery and
collective development within each
element, and progression of a number
of new and emerging capabilities.
Overall the Squadron has had another
whirlwind training year, which has
seen a number of notable successes
and outstanding performances, both
collectively and individually. There are
still a number of important activities
and exercises to come before the
Christmas stand down period,
when the men and women of Bravo
Squadron will no doubt sit back
for some well earned rest with their
families and loved ones.
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Personnel matters
Awards
MEMBER (AM) in the Military Division of the
Order of Australia
Colonel Stephen Gliddon
MEDAL (OAM) In the Military Division of the
Order of Australia
Warrant Officer Class One Craig Egan
Conspicuous Service Cross (CSC)
Lieutenant Colonel Troy Francis,
Lieutenant Colonel Craig Jolly

N.Price, S.Sheldon, N.Tyrell, L.Wallace,
C.Wilhelm, I.Williams, P.Witcomb.
(Provisionally promoted: J.Vogel,
R.Beer, A.Codrington)
To Lieutenant:
C.Batten-Smith, T.Budd, T.Cropper, W.Fountain,
S.Gallagher, N.Gscheidle, J.Gurung,
A.Heuston, K.Higgins, J.Huston, L.Leadbetter,
C.McDermid, J.Pregeli, T.Riley, K.Rooney, L.Rye,
J.Squires, D.Stewart, R.Taylor, I.Thomson,
S.Treasure, X.Vasta, M.Wall, C.Willcox.

RAE Excellence in Military Engineering Award
The ARA excellence award (SPR)
Sapper Timothy Quirk (3CER)

Leaving the Regular Army

The ARA excellence award (CPL)

D.Luhrs, W.Sowry.

Coporal Christopher Donaldson (1CER)
The AAR excellence award (SPR-CPL)
Sapper Greig Wilson (8ER)

Brigadier:
Major:
C.Van den Bosch, C.Moon, R.Murdoch, L.Warren.
Captain:

Promotions

E.Allitt, D.Bignell, J.Bowrey, M.Donker, A.Harvey,
D.Kennedy-Stiff, S.Milburn, T.Mynott, K.Turvey.

To Brigadier:

Lieutenant:

R. Hoskin

T.Pollet.

To Colonel:

Warrant Officer Class One:

M.Gallagher, H.Meggitt.

T.Chislett, M.Newlin.

To Lieutenant Colonel:

Warrant Officer Class 2:

G.Cooper, B.Heskett, S.Jamieson, D.Madge,
J.Mildon, L.Platt, J.Pollard, D.Radford,
G.Scrimgeour, S.Wright.
To Major:
D.Carew-Reid, C.Condello, B.Creer, C.Dickens,
B.Durrant, A.Edgar, T.Gains, F.Harrison, A.Lawson,
J.Leathley, S.Neilsen, A.Oxlade, D.Rosier, T.Rowe,
K.Russell, S.Young.
To Captain:
L.Babare, C.Biermann, T.Close, M.Cullen,
B.Cunningham, T.Doust, R.Fisher, J.Glover,
E.Hislop, R.Hudson, C.Johnston, D.Luhrs,
J.Lush, G.Marzano, D.Parkinson, M.Pentney,

B.Griffiths, J.Watson.
Sergeant:
T.Allison, V.Frederikos, M.Giannoukas, R.Hewlett,
B.Langens, M.Pillington, G.Stratis.
Corporal:
N.Baker, J.Dyson, B.O’Brien, E.Quirk,N.Robinson.
Lance Corporal:
F.Bruce, G.Fry.
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Sapper obituaries
‘Lest we forget’
Serving in the RAE at the time
Lieutenant Colonel Thomas Grice
Tom enlisted in the ARA on 11 July 1994 and
graduated from RMC to the RAE. His postings
included 17 Const Sqn, 5CER, HQ 5 BDE, 1 Topo
Svy Sqn, DSTO, DMO, HQ JOC, DIGO / AGO and
CISS. He deployed to Iraq in 2007 and Afghanistan
in 2010, 2012 an 2014. Tom will be remembered
as an energetic, dedicated and highly capable
officer. He passed away on 15 June 2016.
Warrant Officer Class Two James Martin
James enlisted in the ARA 05 May 1998 and
completed postings at 1 Topo Svy Sqn, 4
RAR (CDO), HQ 1 BDE, 1CER, SME, DIGO,
6ESR and 1 Int Bn. He deployed to East
Timor in 1999 and Afghanistan in 2009. He
was a likeable character and good at his
job. He passed away on 16 June 2016.

Brian Clegg
Brian enlisted in 1982 serving at numerous
RAE units over a 20 year period in the ARA. He
deployed to Peshawar in 1993 and Cambodia in
1994. Brian passed away on 20 March 2016.
Ross Thorburn
Ross served in Vietnam with 3 Fd Tp and
1 Fd Sqn continuing to serve on his return
going on to be RSM of 6 Eng Gp and then
3 Div. He passed away on 7 Apr 2016.
Norman Dodgson
Norm served in the RAE from 1950-1987
at 22 Const Regt, 105 COnst Sqn and 6
Engr Gp. He continued to be involved in the
Corps through the RAE Association (Vic).
Norm passed away on 19 April 2016.
Paddy Cranswick
Paddy enlisted toward the end of WWII
and was a Sapper at the Engineer Training
Centre when 26 of his mates were killed in
the Kapooka Tragedy (see article in 2015
edition). He passed away on 16 May 2016.

Major Stuart Brown

Robert (Bob) Fitzwilliam

Stuart joined the army as an Army apprentice
electrician. After 15 years he left as a Corporal and
returned 8 years later to serve as a RAE Officer
where he had a number of overseas deployments.
His postings included HQ 1Div, 6ESR and his
last posting as XO 11 ER. Stuart was often seen
on ANZAC Day wearing a Kilt and playing the
Bagpipes, he even had a gig at the Edinburgh
Tattoo. Stuart passed away on 29 Nov 2016.

Bob served the RAE in Victoria and continued
to be involved with the RAE Association
(Vic). He passed away in June 2016.

Warrant Officer Class Two Jamie Elliot
Jamie was the Logistics Warrat Officer at 8ER and
a former Sapper. He served in a number of Units
including 5 SQN, 5CER, 3 CER, 17 CONST SQN
and 8ER. Jamie passed away on 25 Jan 2016.

Previously Served in the RAE
Lieutenant Colonel Wilton McPherson (Retd)
Wilton was a WWII veteran serving in 4
Fd Coy, 10 Indep Fd Coy, 3 Fd Eng Regt,
5 Corps Eng Regt and 2/8 Fd Coy AIF.
He passed away on 5 Oct 2015.

Colonel Richard (Dick) McCluskey
Dick graduated from OCS, Class of Dec
56. He passed away 25 July 2016.
Lieutenant Colonel Christopher Trickett (Retd)
Chris graduated from Portsea and served in
Vietnam with as OC 21 Eng Spt Tp. He also
served in New Guinea and at the Army Apprentice
School. He passed away in July 2016.
Ray (Mick) Mace BEM(M), MM
Mick was a veteran of WWII, Vietnam and Borneo
also serving in New Guinea. Part of his legacy,
Mace Oval, remains at Balcombe with the following
plaque: “Sergeant Ray (Mick) Mace BEM (M), MM, an
instructor at the Balcombe Army Apprentices School,
borrowed a D4 bulldozer and literally demolished a
hill in order to construct an oval for the apprentices.
He carried out this work in his own time, after
normal hours”. He passed away on 11 Oct 2016.
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The corps’ museum

Mr Sebastian Spencer
2016 has been a great year for the museum and the
collection; we have had thousands of visitors and have
received some incredible artifacts.
A significant donation was facilitated by BRIG Budd who
arranged for the son of a WWI sapper to travel from New
Zealand and present to the collection an incredible and
rare treasure trove of objects, records and maps from his
father’s service. The donor, Mr. Jack Moore is 93 years old
and his father died when he was 7. It was an extraordinary
and understandably emotional decision to donate this
collection to us, much less do it in person.
The event was attended by members of Jack’s family and
hosted by BRIG Budd at the museum and is indicative
of how far the museum has come since we moved from
Steele Barracks. Mr. Moore’s collection could easily have
remained within the family and the trust and faith the Moore
family have placed in us to care for these objects reflects
the standards under which we now operate.
At present the objects are undergoing conservation and
preservation and we intend to have these on display next
year. The objects donated include a camera that was
smuggled onto the beaches in the first landings at Gallipoli
which took photographs that have never been seen by
anyone outside of the Moore family. The fact the camera
then went to the Western Front and captured further

unseen images, which we now have, is extraordinary and
adds another thread to the RAE’s rich history.
The Moore collection also allows a poignant moment to
reflect and remember our involvement in Europe during
WWI. It is very easy to assume all we did in WWI was
centered at Anzac Cove and negate what happened to
the lads afterwards. The battle grounds of the Western
Front and Europe remain some of the most horrific
confrontations ever in human history and the images,
battlefield relics and stories just within the Moore collection
highlight the courage, sacrifice, sappernuity and tragedy of
this harrowing moment in time.
The collection has also grown significantly with the
acquisition of a Rural Fire Tender operated by the Army
Fire Service (RAE); a Bushmaster operated by SOER
which survived an IED blast in Afghanistan and a complete
Chubby Rapid Route and Area Mine Neutralisation System
also used in Afghanistan.
All of these objects are also being conserved and
preserved where necessary, prepared for exhibition and will
be integrated into the display over the next few months.
There are two facets to the museum, the displays which
allow us to share our story, and inform and educate
our visitors and the collection itself. The display aspect
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is established and the significant task of collection
management is now our primary focus.
We have never had the opportunity to actually identify what
we have within the collection, establish its relevance and
provenance to the Corps and then preserve and conserve
it appropriately. Our museum now allows us to undertake
this complex and detailed task within a world’s best
practice facility.
The Army History Unit has detailed and transparent
collection management policies and procedures in place
to ensure we collect and retain what is appropriate to our
museum and collection. In an ideal world we would collect
and keep everything, but there is no institution anywhere
that has the capacity or resources to do that.
This is where we require assistance from our current
and former Sappers. Many of the objects, records,
photographs and documents have limited or no information
associated with them or the context in which they were
used or produced. Obtaining this information is vital to
ensure we retain those things that are relevant to the Corps
and transfer those that aren’t to other institutions or the
Army History Unit repository.
When it comes time to compile and produce the next
volumes of the Corps official history the information
we hold and have access to, is going to be a keystone
resource for the authors and researchers. As we know, the
last volume of the Corps’ history takes us to the end of
1972 and quite a bit has happened since then. Now more
than ever we need you to assist us in filling this void.
How can you help the Corps in this endeavour?
Information. That information may take the form of a
photograph you have at home; recalling an event or
deployment you were involved in; donating an object or
item; putting us in touch with someone you know who
could assist; or physically assisting us by volunteering
with us. It may also be as simple as identifying a person,
location or time in an image, and we have thousands of
images with no information recorded against them.
Throughout the year we have been assisted as always
by our invaluable volunteer staff and we have also
established a program with the Trainee Rehabilitation
Wing who provide us with a small group each week to
assist in a variety of tasks across the complex. We have
worked closely with the TRW team and the trial program
has proven very successful and will now form part of their
ongoing operations.
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The museum has also been regularly used by the SME
and SOER Explosive Detection Dog training programs and
2CDO conducted a very successful training activity with us
and the facility.
The year concluded with the museum hosting the
launch of the Defence Administrative Assistance
Program at Holsworthy Barracks. This program is a
new initiative soon to be rolled out at Defence sites
nationwide and provides a significant capability for all
departments. We intend to lead the way in integrating
the DAAP team members into the museum and we
know the result will be beneficial to all involved.
We will establish either a website or other on-line means of
allowing us to identify areas, objects and images that we
need assistance with and allow you to also share with us
information and artifacts you may have or know where they
may be located.
In the interim, it is our ongoing pleasure to welcome you,
your families and friends to visit us and celebrate the
brilliance of the Corps and our countless achievements and
contributions at home and across the world.
To arrange a visit please contact us at aammemailbox.gov.
au and if you wish to discuss collection matters please
contact aamme.mailbox@defence.gov.au
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Project Coast: Chemical and biological warfare agent
production during apartheid South Africa
CAPT Rhys Owen

In the bleakest days during Apartheid in South Africa, despite it’s membership of the 1972 Biological Weapons
Convention, a programme to poison the regime’s foes with chemical and biological warfare agents was conceived in great
secrecy at the heart of the military establishment.
Laurie Nathan (UNIDIR, 2002)
Introduction
Project Coast was a Top Secret South African foray
into the world of Chemical and Biological (CB) agents
and weapons. It was the successor to a research
and development project that was constructed post
WWII in order to combat the threat of CB agents
posed by Soviet supported armies operating in South
Africa. Project Coast holds many valuable lessons for
Governements, Armies and first responders from global
contingency forces, both in terms of threat, but also
understanding internal conflicts within unstable nations.
Throughout the 10 year running time of Project Coast,
South African researchers developed a broad range
of high efficiency chemicals, illicit drugs and biological
agents. Many of these agents were used on enemies
of the government, in both small and medium scale
employments; whilst some were used, but through a
lack of sophistication or just plain luck, they were not
effective. There is evidence that not all of the agents or
weapons have been accounted for, and there is some
concern that there may be remnant or legacy items still
in circulation or waiting to be found.
Background – South Africa during apartheid
Since Dutch Colonial times, South Africa had been racially
segregated, however the official policy named ‘Apartheid’,
introduced after the general elections of 1948; formalised
this segregation into law. Apartheid legislation grouped
inhabitants into four categories; Black, White, Coloured
and Indian, for the purpose of amendments to treatment
and rights within the country. Following the introduction
of the legislation, over 3.5 million people were forcibly
removed from their homes and grouped into racially
separate neighbourhoods. From 1970, it was legislated
that non-whites were afforded significantly reduced
standards of education, medical care and public services,
and were excluded from many public areas. Non-White
political representation was banned, and non-Whites were
routinely persecuted by security forces.

Shortly after the general elections of 1948 which officialised
Apartheid, uprisings began to become commonplace,
resulting in official bans placed upon all opposition and
imprisonment of key anti-Apartheid leaders. This resulted
in the militarisation of opposition and the creation of
significant internal and external pseudo-guerrilla armies;
with State law enforcement and military organisations
responding with increasing levels of repression and
violence. Often these organisations committed horrific
acts against non-armed civilians as a means to
undermine armed resistance. The international community
responded to the policies of Apartheid with arms and
trade embargoes, significant international pressure
and sanctions. Reforms in the 1980s failed to quell the
mounting opposition. In 1990 President Frederik de Klerk
began negotiations to end Apartheid, thus ending near 50
years of segregation and oppression.
Project Coast
The goal of Project Coast was to “do research and
development in a covert and clandestine manner,
establish production technology in the critical and
sensitive areas of chemical and biological warfare,
and to provide the South African security forces
with a CBW capacity in accordance with the CBW
philosophy and strategy.” (Gould and Folb, 2000)
In the 1970s, the South African Apartheid government
became increasingly threatened by the South West
Africa People’s Organisation (SWAPO), Cuban and
Angolan soldiers launching attacks on South Africa
from Angola, supported by the Soviet government. The
knowledge that SWAPO was backed by the Soviets
led to concerns that SWAPO could have access to
Chemical and Biological weapons, with discover of
nerve gas antidotes and respirators adding to the
concern (Gould and Folb, 2000). This fear prompted the
South African leadership to begin developing a Chemical
and Biological defence program, with an emphasis on
vaccines to counteract the biological agent threat. This
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research eventually took an offensive turn and limited
experimentation was begun.
Of note, South Africa signed (and ratified) the Geneva
Protocol, the Biological and Toxins Weapons Convention
and the Chemical Weapons Convention in 1925 (1930),
1972 (1975), and 1993 (1995) respectively.
In 1981 President Botha ordered the South African
Defence Force (SADF) to develop the CB technology
in order to enable its use against South Africa’s
enemies. Dr Wouter Basson (then a cardiologist) was
hired to visit other countries and report back on their
CB Capability; following which he recommended that
South Africa’s CB capability be scaled up. In 1983
Project Coast, the military research and development
into chemical and biological weapons, was formalised
with Dr Basson at its head. In order to distance Project
Coast from the Military and Government, several
front companies were formed in addition to hidden
lines of funding. Approximately 200 researchers and
$10 million was allocated annually to the Project.
Initially, the Project aimed to create agents and weapons
that were to be used in an offensive capability, in addition
to the defensive research already ongoing. Closely
following Soviet techniques at the time, devices were
designed that resembled everyday objects, for example
umbrellas that fired poison darts, screwdrivers that were
syringes and poisoned beverage cans. One front company
was tasked specifically with research into CB agents that
were untraceable post-mortem (UNIDIR 2002). Over time,
the Project shifted in direction, leading to research and
development not only into traditional relatively widespread
chemical agents, but also with a major focus on developing
non-lethal agents to suppress internal dissent (UNIDIR,
2002). This began as simple research into illicit drugs and
muscle relaxants, and progressed into mass-sterilisation
methods (intended for black communities). Interestingly, de
Villiers (a South African scientist involved with their nuclear
program) had previously written of VC distribution of illicit
drugs to US soldiers in Vietnam:
“The success consisted of the inflicting of over 10%
casualties on the Americans in Vietnam by the distribution
of drugs to their forces. If this is considered a chemical
warfare action (which it is not), it was undoubtedly covertly
supported and managed by the Vietcong and their
patrons, it is the most successful example of chemical
warfare in history and one that should be taken most
seriously, far more seriously then the threat of conventional
chemical warfare attack.” (UNIDIR, 2002)
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Interestingly, significant further development was
conducted into contraceptives that would be applied
clandestinely to black communities, including mass
poisonings and delivery through local water sources
(Purkitt and Burgess, 2001).
Recorded uses
Throughout various conflicts within the period, there were
several ‘recorded’ uses of CB weapons and agents (they
are recorded yet there is some concern as to the integrity
of the analysis that has been used to confirm their use). A
collection of alleged examples of notable uses include:
a. 1981 – A police detainee was hospitalised shortly
after being released from prison and was found to
have been poisoned with thallium. (UNIDIR, 2002;
Burgess and Purkitt, 2001)
b. 1982 – Approximately 200 prisoners were killed
by a Special Forces Intelligence Officer using muscle
relaxants. Bodies of the deceased were dumped out
to sea. (UNIDIR, 2002)
c. 1983 – Attempted murder of 3 x enemies of the
state through the smearing of a ‘gel like ointment’
onto their bodies. When they failed to die, they were
injected with muscle relaxants and dumped out to
sea. (UNIDIR, 2002; Burgess and Purkitt, 2001)
d. 1983 – Potential death of a reconnaissance soldier
from Botulinum toxin. (UNIDIR, 2002; Gould and Folb,
2000)
e. 1985 – Four SWAPO detainees were given
sleeping pills and injected with a toxic mixture of 3 x
chemicals and their bodies were dumped out to sea.
(UNIDIR, 2002; Gould and Folb, 2000)
f. 1989 – The alleged attempted assassination of
the Rev. Frank Chikane through the use of Paraoxon
(organophosphate). (UNIDIR, 2002)
g. 1989 – It was standard practice for Army
personnel to carry CR (dibenzoxazepine – an
incapacitating agent) munitions with them during
patrols. (UNIDIR, 2002; Burgess and Purkitt, 2001)
h. 1989 – Attempted water supply contamination
with Cholera and Yellow Fever at a refugee camp in
Namibia. (UNIDIR, 2002; Burgess and Purkitt, 2001)
i. 1992 – Potential BZ use on FRELIMO troops
(the Mozambique Liberation Front). (UNIDIR, 2002;
Persson et al., 1992)
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The end of the project

Points of interest

When Frederik de Klerk became president in 1990, he

Project Coast is an example of a first world military
attempting to combat internal dissent and external
aggression through a project to target certain areas
of the population. The Project’s aims easily, swiftly
and without widespread knowledge shifted from
defensive countermeasures to offensive racially targeted
development, and simplified methods of assassination.
South Africa during the 1980s is one example of many
potential like scenarios throughout the world during current
times, and it would be remiss of us to assume that this
could not happen again.

ordered an end to production of chemicals, and that lethal
agents be destroyed. Basson began to concentrate on
non-lethal agents and chemicals that the government had
not banned. Following a high profile investigation by the
US and UK into the use of BZ on FRELIMO troops, Project
Coast was officially shut down in 1993. Later investigations
revealed that large amounts of chemicals, agents and
weapons had gone missing, and are yet to be recovered.
Following the shut down of Project Coast, Basson travelled
extensively to Libya, Iraq and other nations, where it
is likely that he sold chemical and biological weapons
secrets. In 1995 Basson was re-hired by Nelson Mandela
as an army surgeon.

Several Biological threats that had research and development
conducted on them are of particular concern. Firstly due to
the uncontrollability of the threat once it is released (especially
in a region as environmentally and culturally complex as

Specific agents manufactured and used
Anthrax

Ketamine

Botulinum

Suxemethonium

T-2 Mycotoxin “Yellow rain”

Tubocurarine

Phencyclidine

Organophosphates

MDMA

Cholera

Sarin

Yellow Fever

Tabun

Strychnine

VX (attempted)

Anticoagulants

Phosgene Oxime CX (Urticant)

Sodium Cyanide

BZ (incapacitating or nerve)

Black Mamba Venom

Methaqualone (sedative)

E coli O157:H7

CR (incapacitating)

Salmonella

Cocaine

Pheromones

Diazepam

Pyridine (Male sterilant)
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Africa), but also due to the indiscriminate nature of infection
amongst the population. This is an example where a
potentially poorly thought out plan could have catastrophic
consequences for an entire population.
The ease of manufacture of these agents, combined with
modern failing state scenario leads to an area of concern
for Australian and coalition partners. Current trends see
coalitions of troops supporting the global war for peace,
and should a similar scenario exist in the near future,
Australia may need to send reactionary forces as part of a
coalition element to assist in maintaining stability. This may
well expose Australian forces to higher levels of CB threat
than they are used to operating in.
Project Coast was a fairly recent scheme in terms of world
conflict. Much of the area concerned has remained a
relatively volatile area with relatively easy land connections
between nations in the south of Africa and other hot spots
across the world. The potential for spread of knowledge,
equipment and samples from Project Coast is high; and
has been noted with Dr Basson’s engagement with other
nations following the Project’s conclusion.
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Conclusion
Despite South Africa’s membership of the 1972 Biological
Weapons Convention, the government of the day took
a course to establish chemical and biological weapons
for the use of regular and Special Forces both within
and outside the country. As could be expected of a high
secrecy project with relaxed governance policies, use
of these weapons and agents became prevalent and
a favoured method of execution. Large quantities of
Riot Gas were produced and smaller quantities of other
chemical and biological agents, which were used on
a regular basis to target enemies of the state. At least
once, a biological organism was used with the intention
of infecting a whole community. Important lessons can
be learnt from all levels of this scenario, but short notice
response forces for global contingencies should draw
an understanding of the relative ease of producing
small scale quantities of CB agents, and be firmly of the
understanding that not all countries declare their research
and development; and even those that do may not know
the full extent of research when such closed door secrecy
is required to protect the project.
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Royal Australian Engineers and the
Combat Officers Advance Course
MAJ Kieran Jackel
For those unaware of the Combat Officers Advanced
Course (COAC) it is simply put the only course within the
current Army training continuum that focuses exclusively
on Advanced Tactics. Officers, as with all members
of the Army, are required to advance through an All
Corps and Corps specific developmental continuum.
This is where the seven week COAC sits, it acts as the
medium that develops and confirms an Officers ability
to effectively employ the Military Appreciation Process
for the generation of tactically sound, and ideally, unique
plans. A degree of assumed knowledge on ‘the process’
of planning is assumed in the attendees; being mid to
senior Captains from the RAE, RAINF, RAAC, RAA and
AAAVN, Army’s Combat or Combat Support Corps. The
course focuses on Major Combat in a Combined Arms
setting, and although campaign themes other than major
combat are discussed, the focus is very much directed
toward the Joint Land Combat line of operation.
Figure 1 Operation Campaign Themes

To be blunt; it is a challenging course and arguably
the most important undertaken within the RAE Officer
development continuum. Like most Officer Courses it
is assessed, and not simply an ‘attendance’ course, as
ultimately those RAE Officers who complete COAC are
the future OC’s and OPSO’s for the Corps. To that end
the grading earned by the Officers under instruction
carries weight and is a clear delineator leveraged by the
Directorate of Officer Career Management. It is used as
an additional metric to aid the determination on who
is suitable for Sub-Unit Command within Army. This
is not something to be feared by those Officers under
instruction and is a fact that should be appreciated
by all within the Royal Australian Engineers.

Efforts from a number of Engineer Instructors over the last
four years have resulted in the dedicated Engineer Module
finally reaching maturity. I was placed in the fortunate
position of simply needing to coordinate one more push
through the final approval process. Consequently the
RAE has an endorsed Officer training continuum that is
well aligned and progresses logically through the basic,
intermediate and advanced levels of training. Any overlap
between the intermediate tactics course conducted by the
SME has effectively been removed with the focus on the
advanced course very much towards professional tactical
mastery. It is this progression that sees a shift in focus from
roles expected of Captains, to tasks that an Engineer Major
may be required to complete; including the development
of BDE level plans. Having witnessed the tactical ability
of not only the RAE Officers on the COAC but also those
from other Corps it is a clear that the RAE is benefiting
from having the aligned intermediate Engineer Operations
Officer Course (EOOC). At this time however the EOOC
is only attended by ARA members and often addressing
this training and education gap is problematic given the
tempo of the course. Fiscal implications aside, attendance
on this for Ares Officers prior to them attending COAC
is worthy of consideration by the Corps and DROCM.
There has been a concerted effort to build the rapport
between the Engineers and those from Manoeuvre Corps.
Gone are the days when Engineers would disappear after
the first week of instruction only to resurface 5 weeks
latter a shadow of their former selves. There was real risk
here that the integration of Engineers was not occurring
effectively, the end result being that future Manoeuvre
planners could not effectively employ engineer effects
in planning and execution. This risk has been removed
and based on feedback the right balance between
Corps specific and combined arms development is being
achieved. Ultimately any number of personnel attending
the COAC will progress through FORCOMD and SOCOMD
together and as such the benefits of developing an
understanding on each others capabilities and limitations
are obvious. This is not to suggest it is smooth sailing
for the Officers under instruction with the friction that
presents during exercise and operational planning cycles
being easy enough to replicate in the training environment;
hence developing the diplomacy needed from an
Engineer is an intangible side benefit of the course.
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Figure 2 COAC TEWT flow 2016

Combat Officers Advanced Course
ARA TEWT Flow Process

EX STEELER 9
(Summative)

EX STEELER 10
(Summative)

AAAVN - RAA
CT AMO

RAA
BDE: Fires Plan

MAPEX AVENEL
(Walk Through)

MAPEX BONDI
(Formative)

EX STEELER 2
(Formative)

EX STEELER 4A
(Summative)

ALL CORP
CT DEF OP’s

ALL CORP
CT OFFOP’s: Seize

ALL CORP
CT OFFOP’s: Attack

RAINF - RAAC
CT OFFOP’s: Guard

EX STEELER 6E
(Summative)
RAE
CT: Cordon and
Search

The Engineers still conduct individual problems with
a purely RAE focus, however it is very much stressed
how and when this fits into the larger scheme of
manoeuvre. Perhaps more importantly the Infantiers
and Armoured Corp personnel gain an increased
awareness on the benefits associated with engineer
advice and how and when to integrate this into their
plans. Figure 1 highlights the current continuum
as at 2016 (less Module 3 Warfighter Series)
The course, although very much employing the Tactical
Exercise Without Troops approach, also leverages
simulation during the final 2 weeks when plans developed
are actually enacted against a SIM enemy. The introduction
of JACTS during 2016 has seen the ongoing development
of this area and provides immediate feedback relating to
whether or not a tactical plan was robust or otherwise.
In addition to tactical development, the Professional Military
Education (PME) component of the COAC continues to
evolve, acting as an additional forum to stimulate thought.
The PME package consists of two components being
guest presenters and a Corps specific component. This

EX STEELER 3
(Formative)
RAE-RAA: BG and BDE
RAINF, RAAC,
AAAVN:BG

EX STEELER 7
(Summative)

PTP
(Formative)

CT: AMO

Manoeuvre
BG OFFOP’s: Attack

ALL CORP
BG: Urban Operations

EX STEELER 6F
(Formative)

EX STEELER 10
(Summative)

RAE
BG: SASO (CONPLAN)

RAE
BDE: River Crossing

PTP COUMBRERE
(Formative)

DEFENCE

year saw a continued investment in COAC from senior
leadership with COAC being seen as a valuable medium
to develop and engage with the future Combat Leadership
Group. Guest presenters included the Chief of Army,
HMSP-A, COMD 1 DIV, G5 FORCOMD, Acting DGMOD,
members from the Australian Intelligence Community
and also SOCOMD representatives. To top this off and
perhaps to emphasize the recognised importance of
COAC by Army leadership, MAJGEN Krause continues in
his role as senior mentor for COAC. The ability to engage
with a two star General is an opportunity not normally
afforded to Captains and when coupled with his insight
the impact on developing capability is difficult to quantify.
The RAE component continues to leverage the strong
association the Corps has with the Tunnel Rats association
with Jim and Jethro continuing to articulate the importance
of effective planning and execution. Additionally a site
visit to the Australian Geospatial Organisation highlights
what ‘geospatial’ support actually means within the
contemporary environment and proved an enlightening
visit for those who still viewed this engineer effect as simply
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developing maps. It would be remiss not to mention the
support the Corps affords as whole through the provision
of Visiting Lecturers who augment the efforts of those
posted to run the COAC. Their experiences, including
the Commanding Officers discussion over the final PME
dinner, further aids in striking the balance between
instruction, education and professional development.
2016 has been highly rewarding with not only Australian
Regular and Part Time Officers completing the COAC
but also Engineers from PNG and NZ. From my
observation the Corps is in very good health; the majority
of Captains on course have a strong grasp on tactical
fundamentals, an appreciation of the complexities
associated with combined arms actions and, perhaps
more importantly, composure under pressure. Identifying
a student of merit has been a line call on both courses.
For those yet to attend COAC understanding the
intent and approach to the course is critical. You will
be viewed as Officers ‘under instruction’. Not trainees,
not students, and as such it is an adult, collegiate
learning environment. You will very much be expected

to invest in your own professional development. The
COAC in effect can be viewed as a 7 week sabbatical
were you get to focus solely on you and your tactical
development and if I was to advise on three areas to
focus on prior to attendance they would be be:
1. Invest heavily in under standing red actions and how
this will look based on terrain and the tactical action
being executed. Understand their echelons and how
these link to immediate and subsequent objectives.
2. Utilise our doctrine notably LWD Land Tactics
3-0-3, these planning principles have evolved over
centuries of battle and act as a solid hand rail.
3. Develop your own planning tool box to find time
efficiencies, thus removing self imposed stress
through inefficient use of time.
Finally I’d like to welcome MAJ Dan Hebditch to the
role for 2017. Dan comes with a variety of skill sets
and experiences including exposure to FORCOMD,
SOCOMD and also the instructional environment.
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The Railway Companies
Excerpt Note: To commemorate the centenury of the Railway Operating Division (ROD) the following exerpts have been
included in this years Sapper Magazine. If you are interested in learning more about the ROD the full article can be found
in the The Second Volume of the history of the Royal Australain Engineers, Royal Australian Engineers 1902 to 1919:
Making and Breaking which can be purchased at the Corp Shop located within the Royal Australian Engineers Museum.

In July, 1916, the War office, finding that the available British railway-men were not sufficient for the enormous
projected increase in the railway staff in France, inquired whether any could be sent from Australia. As the
Australian Cabinet, in view of the serious recruiting problems which followed the Battle of Pozieres, decided
about that time that no more units could be maintained, Senator Pearce replied on October 7th suggesting
the volunteers for the railway service should be called from the A. I. F. oversea. This was the first time that
Australia had refused any such request. The British Government, however, on October 10th asked if the
refusal could be reconsidered in view of the fact that the railway- men need not be fit for other services. The
Australian Government therefore agreed to raise a section ‘R. O. D. ‘ (Three officers and 266 men) . . .*
* The Railway Operating Division, Royal Engineers, worked under the Directorate of Transportation.

This German advance, reaching almost to Amiens, overran the whole of the light railway system of the Fifth
Army and much of that of the Third Army. There was no way of moving narrow gauge rolling stock to the rear.
The lateral lines were too far forward to be of use. Some of the locomotives were destroyed, but a number
fell into enemy hands. None of the three Australian light railway operating companies was engaged on this
front; however, their turn came a month later when the Germans attacked on both sides of Armentieres
and threatened Hazebrouck. The 3rd Company was pulled back from Mimico to Proven; the 2nd was sent
back to Heidebeeck, near Proven; the 1st was also withdrawn. The threat to Hazebrouck was so serious
that the Canadian Railway Troops began to push through a lateral line towards the Channel coast, and
the 3rd Company helped to ballast it. For them the ‘end of steel’ was now Mimico, their former depot.
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Australian peacekeepers in Mozambique
Operation ONUMOZ / CORACLE
Mr Don Hughes
One of the most successful, but
little known, Peacekeeping and
Humanitarian Support Operations
for the United Nations conducted by
Australia was in Mozambique. The
country had endured 15 Years of a
nasty, destructive and violent conflict
which ceased in 1992.
Mozambique is now a rapidly
developing 21st Century
African nation with a growing
potential related to its booming
resource (minerals & gas) and
tourism industries. This is in
direct comparison to 23 years
ago when the country was in a
deep quagmire of despair and
destruction: a country struggling
to survive, let alone prosper!
Australia’s first assistance to this
‘country in distress’ was with
two contingents (16 in each) of
highly qualified Australian Federal
Police (AFP) deployed during the
initial stages of the Peacekeeping
Operation in Mozambique
(ONUMOZ). Their Mission was to
render critical Policing and Legal
support during the demobilisation,
stabilisation, and most importantly,
the election phase of the
peacekeeping process.
The AFP contingents deployed in
the periods (Mar- Sep 93 & Sep
93- Dec 94) in two person teams
and also individually. Their roles
included: Regional or Provincial
Commanders, Operation Officers
or as Front Line Patrol Officers.
This was difficult and exacting
work. An officer was also deployed
to the ONUMOZ Headquarters
as an Investigations Officer.

Four Officers from the Australian
Electoral Commission coupled with
8 Officers from the Department
of Foreign Affairs & Trade also
deployed to help supervise the
elections on the 27th & 28th of
October 1994. They were not
uniformed but were very much
Peacekeepers and assisted greatly
towards the successful transition of
Mozambique from conflict to peace.
At that time ONUMOZ, although
successful in many areas, was
experiencing a devastatingly
risky landmine problem which
was restricting the way forward
for the whole Country. A
solution was needed quickly!
The UN “put out the call” for the
best humanitarian landmine clearers
around the globe to rectify the
problem! Australian Sappers of the
RAE were amongst a select group
of countries asked to “kick start”
the mine clearance programme
in Mozambique. The Australian
Sappers had earned themselves a
solid reputation for mine clearance
& improvised explosive device (IED)
detection in a number of conflicts
since Vietnam, Borneo & Malaysia.
In particular, the RAE had been
intimately involved in Pakistan
(UNMCTT – Peshawar), Cambodia
(CMAC) and Afghanistan (UNCOA).
Captain Peter Clay (now Brigadier
Peter Clay CSC), was appointed the
Commander of the 1st Australian
Service Contingent (1ASC) to
Operation Coracle on 8 August
1994. His team consisted of WO2
Des O’ Hanlon, Sgt Gerard “Speedy”
Gonzales and Cpl John Kliese. The

team was established at Maxixe
in the central Mozambique Tete
Province. They conducted basic deminer training for the de-mobilized
soldiers who would ultimately form
the vanguard of the demining effort
and thereby spearhead the recovery
from the horrible devastation of 15
years of civil war in Mozambique.
Promoted during his tour of duty
in Mozambique, Major Peter
Clay worked out of Maputo, the
Mozambique Capital, for the latter
part of his deployment. During this
time he assisted in the establishment
of the United Nations Accelerated
Deming Program (UNADP), a mine
clearance capability that would
become world’s best practice over
the next decade.
From December 1994 a two person
team of Australian Sappers (Don
Hughes & Wayne Hay) replaced the
first contingent to undertake the roles
of Operations Officer and Operations
Warrant Officer under the command
of ONUMOZ. At the cessation of the
ONUMOZ mandate in February 1995
the conduct of demining operations
was transferred to the auspices of
the UN Development Programme
(UNDP) and the appointments of OP
CORACLE personnel assumed the
roles of Chief Instructor and Training
Warrant Officer for the UNDP.
The transition period from a
Peacekeeping Operation to a
humanitarian program in early 1995
was a significant challenge to the
demining team. Many new systems,
contractors and suppliers had to be
found, re-established or created.
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This two person rotation continued
until Mar 2002 when a total of 31
RAE Sappers had contributed to
the continuous deployment to the
Demining effort in Mozambique.
Often in remote and difficult logistical
and operational environments,
the Sappers of OP CORACLE
had to lead their teams with both
vision and compassion. They had
to maximise scant resources to
achieve difficult objectives, and
they had to face the constant
threat of death or disfigurement
by the devastating effects of
deviously placed landmines.
A Mozambique Demining Seminar
was held in late July 2015 at the
Heidelberg Repatriation Hospital in
Melbourne in conjunction with the
Australian War Memorial (AWM) and
the RAE Association of Victoria.
The aim of the seminar was to
commence recording the official
history of Demining Operations
in Mozambique by the AWM.
Associate Professor Bob Breen
PhD and the Senior Mozambique
Researcher Miesje de Vogel
interviewed many of the OP
CORACLE participants during
the Seminar. They also had the
opportunity to visit the Post Traumatic
Stress Facility (Ward 17) at the
Repatriation Hospital in Heidelberg.
If you feel you may have something
to offer the Official History of
Mozambique please contact the
Senior Researcher, Miesje de Vogel at:
miesje.devogel@awm.gov.au. Further
contributions are always sought.
Note: A Coracle is a two person round shaped
boat made of wicker covered by animal skin
used in Wales & western England.

Operation CORACLE nominal roll
Sep - Dec 94

Dec 94 - Aug 95
Jun 95 - Jan 96

182392 MAJ P.D. (Peter) Clay
179147 WO2 (Des) O’Hanlon
212085 SGT G. (Speedy) Gonzales
184092 CPL (John) Kliese
316942 MAJ D.C (Don) Hughes
180298 WO2 (Wayne) Hay
211723 MAJ (Scotty) Myles CSM
48341 WO2 J. Scott,

Jan 96 - Jul 96

17342 MAJ B. Florence (RIP)
58972 WO2 (Dave) Sinai, CSC

Jul 96 - Jan 97

232194 MAJ (Steve) Cross
182394 WO1 (Jock) McRobbie

Jan 97 - Jul 97

321507 MAJ (Carl) Chirgwin,
227755 WO2 (Brad) Skinner

Jul 97 - Jan 98

322515 MAJ (Todd) MacDougall,
552094 WO1 (Laurie) Mountain (RIP)

Jan 98 - Jul 98

234906 MAJ P. McIntosh
231902 WO2 R. Dooley

Jul 98 - Feb 99

553477 MAJ J. Thorburn
229525 WO2 G. Rees

Jan 99 - Jul 99

5100926 WO2 S. DiTullio

Feb 99 - Dec 99

4100543 MAJ M. O’Neill

Jul 99 - Jan 00

2103290 WO2 D. Kirkby

Nov 99 - Jul 00

228587 MAJ B. Jennings

Jan 00 - Jul 00

181694 WO2 C. Barnett

Jul 00 - Feb 01

230898 MAJ (John) Roberts
326717 WO2 J. Curran

Feb 01- Aug 01

184254 MAJ P. Hobbs
1102415 WO2 S. Rutledge

Aug 01 - 30 Mar 02

326103 MAJ D. White
233569 WO2 H. Stevens
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A Sapper strikes gold
This image: Australian Army
soldier Sapper Curtis McGrath
places second in a 50 metre
backstroke finals race at ESPN
Wide World of Sport Complex,
Orlando, Florida.
Below: Sapper Curtis McGrath
prior to competing in the
Invictus Games.

CAPT Chris McCullough
SPR Curtis McGrath is a decorated soldier who enlisted
in June 2006 at the age of 18 to become a Combat
Engineer. Curtis, known as “Kiwi” to his mates, is a high
functioning individual who has excelled at everything he
has been involved with. As a CE, Curtis has conducted
jungle training in Malaysia and deployed to East Timor. He
was awarded the Student of Merit of his Junior Leadership
Course. However, while deployed to Afghanistan in 2012,
Curtis lost both legs when he stepped on an IED. From
this tragedy, Curtis has been on an incredible journey and
grown from strength to strength. His story of resilience
to becoming an elite athlete is truly inspiring. Curtis
only started outrigger canoeing in 2014, and became
one of the fastest in the world. However, last year, the
Paralympics Committee replaced the event with sprint
kayak, to which Curtis quickly adapted to become eligible
for Rio. His determination has taken him on a quest to
dominate all over Australia, claim Championship gold
medals in Russia, Italy and Germany, and compete in
Brazil and the Invictus Games twice with excellent results.
Curtis and the team conducted extensive pre-Olympics
training at Italy. His family, 6 ESR members, and wider

RAE mates travelled to Rio to support Curtis in his
momentous achievement. Curtis competed on the
15 Sep 16 in Paracanoe in the KL2 Class, at Lagoa
Rodigio de Freitas, Leblon, Rio de Janerio and won
gold! 6 ESR and the Corps of Royal Australian Engineers
are extremely proud of Kiwi and his achievement.
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Sapper’s hit a century - not out
Congratulations to Harry New and John O’Sullivan
on reaching their 100th birthday during 2016.

Harry New
Harry New was born 19th
August 1916 and enlsted into the
Army on the 06 October 1939
serving with the 2nd/2nd Field
Company serving in Palestine,
Egypt, Syria, Cyrenaica, Greece,
Turkey and Papua New Guinea
rising to the of Staff Sergeant.
Harry discharged on the 23rd
October 1945. In the two
years following the war Harry
worked for the Ministry of Post
War Reconstruction resettling
dischrged soldiers. Harry is the
last surviving member of the
2nd/2nd Filed Company.

Colin Bowater (RAE President), WO1
Tony Luchterhand (RSM22 ER),
Harry New and John Wertheimer
(Patron RAE Association) at the
presentation of Harry’s centenary.

John O’Sullivan

John O’Sullivan
celebrating his 100th
birthday and being
presented with his
centenary certificate
with his wife and
immediate family.

John O’Sullivan was born on
7th April 1916 and joined the
2nd/2nd Forestry Company in
1940 and sailed from Fremantle
bound for France. During the
voyage France fell to Germany
and the ship was diverted to
England, John’s Company was
sent to Thornhill, Scotland to
provide timber for the British
Army. In late 1943 John’s
company was returned to
Australia due to the Japanese
threat. He then served as a
physical training instructor (WO2)
at Wagga Wagga in NSW until
his discharge in 1945. John is
the last surviving member of the
2nd/2nd Forestry Company.
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